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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to test some possible explanations of 

the changes observed in the beef and pe r~ marketing margins in about 

1978. This study also outlines a method by which changes in the 

marketing margins can be decomposed into component parts. The 

decomposition is useful since simply identifying changes in the levels 

of exogenous variables or identifying changes in coefficients does not , 

by itself, indicate the magnitude of the effects of these changes on the 

marketing mar gins . Finding explanations for and identifying the 

magnitude of their impact on incr eased marketing margins may pave the 

way for more accurate predictions of marketing margins and therefore of 

retai l and live animal prices . 

Before the late 1970s , farm-retail margins were fairly stable . 

Since about 1978, however , monthly margins for beef and pork have 

increased and ha ve become more volatile. '!he mean farm- retai 1 beef 

margin increased more than 45 percent Eran the period 1974-1977 to the 

per iod 1978- 1981. TI1e mean farm-retail pork margin increased more than 

30 percent in this time. The standard de•; iation of the far.n-retai 1 beef 

margin increased from 5.6 t o 12. 7 while the standard deviation of the 

farm-retai 1 pork margin increased from 7.1 to 7.5 between the two time 

periods. 

changed. 

'!he seasonal patte rns of the two time series also seem to have 

The jump in the level of the two margins obser ved in 1978 is 

not the first but seems to be significantly larger than previous jumps. 

The previous jumps also do not appear to be accompanied by a sizable 
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change in volatility as the 1978 jump does. 

Consideration of the characteristics of the beef and pork 

processing and marketing sector and the characteristics of the final 

consumer may be important in trying to identify the causes of the 

obser ved changes in margin level and seasonal pattern. 

The demands for live cattle and hogs a re derived demands- -derived 

fran the consumers' demand for meat at the retail level . Even though 

r etail prices may remain relatively stable, predictions of live animal 

prices could be significantly in error due to the changing mar keting 

margin . 

Consumer , retailer , and processor behav i or may have changed enough 

during the 1970s to cause previous prediction equations to be in error . 

Consumer tast2s and habits may have changed the coefficients of the 

demand equations. Retailer and processor behavior may have changed due 

to technological advances and changes in mar ket structure. The 

increased usage of boxed beef , for example , may have changed the level 

in the marketing channel where certain processing tasks and costs a re 

located. This may affect the markup behavior of processors and 

retailers . In addition , the multiproduct nature of the processing and 

retailing f irms may have changed also. These changes may show up as 

changes in coefficients of prediction equations. 

Not only the static behavior of consumers , retailers , and 

processors , but also the dynamic behavior of these market participants 

may have changed in the 1970s. 

There have been numer ous papers on margins and on price 
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determination in the food industr y. With some exceptions , previous 

studies of the beef and pork marketing margins have assumed that 

parameters have not changed over their respective sample periods. 

Previous studies have also often assumed that the retail level i s 

composed of single- product firms , whi ch implies margins on different 

products are independent. 

'IWo impor tant hypotheses of this study ar e from Holdren 's (1960) 

theory on multiproduct firms. By Holdren's theory, margins on different 

products are not independent. Also from Holdren's model , changes in the 

own- pr i ce and the c ross- price slopes of consumer demand functions will 

change the optimal mar gin charged by retailers. This study treats the 

retail and the wholesale levels as if composed of multiproduct firms . 

This study also tests for structural change in the consumer demand 

equations and identifies the extent to which these changes have 

influenced the margin levels. A third hypothesis investigated in this 

study is that structural change in the margin equations has contributed 

to the higher margin level . 

The second chapter of this work reviews previous work in the area 

of marketing margins wh i le the third chapter outlines the hypotheses and 

model of this study. The fourth chapter reviews relevant statistical 

considerations and the fifth chapter describes the decomposition 

techniques used in this study. The sixth chapter presents the data 

descript ions and sources. Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 present the estimated 

demand equations and margin equations. Chapter 9 presents the effects 
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of structural change in the margin equations on the margins. The next 

two chapters present the effects that demand-equation struc tura l - change 

has had on the farm- retail , the wholesale- retail , and the farm- wholesale 

margins . 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Prev ious work in the area of marketing margins has taken into 

account various aspects of the meat processing and marketing sector. 

The process of price determination for marketing margins , as well as 

other aspects considered important , differs among studies. This chapter 

reviews some studies of marketing margins and discusses important 

characteristics of the meat processing and marketing sector. 

John Ikerd (1983) developed an econometric model to predict the 

monthly average farm- retail marketing margin for beef. His approach was 

to estimate the supply of and demand for marketing services. He assumed 

the quantity of marketing services was proportional to the quantity of 

meat. The interaction of the supply and demand for marketing services 

determined the price of marketing serv i ces (i.e., the marketing margin) . 

The demand for marketing services was defined as the excess retail beef 

demand minus excess live cattle supply, with respect to the price axis. 

His model consisted of four simultaneous equations : two equations to 

arrive at an estimate of excess retail beef demand , one equation to 

estimate the excess live cattle supply, and one equation to estimate the 

supply of marketing services. 'Ihe model also contained four identities. 

Ikerd ' s study also included the estimation of a single equation: 

the beef marketing margin as a function of the quantity of marketing 

serv ices , a processing and marketing cost estimate , and the seasonal 

dunmies. Cornnercial beef production was again used as the quantity of 

marketing services for this equation. Residual analysis indicated 
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cyclical patterns similar to the or iginal marketing margin series. 

Dale Heien (1980) took a different tack than Ikerd. Heien 

presented a dynamic theory of price determination in the food processing 

industry that was consistent with the static model Gardner (1975) 

described. Heien's model did not require the supply and demand at a 

particular level in the marketing channel to be equal at every point in 

time. Heien pointed out that disequilibrium becomes mor e important in 

this sector as the time period of analysis becomes shorter. 

Although the theory was general enough to include the retai l , 

wholesale, and farm levels, a six equation model of the retail and farm. 

levels was used as an example in his paper. The six equation model 

consisted of retail level supply and demand equations, a change- in- farm-

price equation, and a retail markup pricing equation. Heien showed that 

for a single product firm with constant returns to scale and time-fixity 

of production coefficients, markup pricing was the optimal pricing rule. 

Heien dedicated part of his paper to empirically testing one component 

of his theory: the markup pricing rule. Following Sim's use of a 

Granger test for direction of causality, Heien tested whether wholesale 

price changes 'cause' retail price changes , which was implied if the 

markup pricing ru le held. For 23 food items he t ested , 13 items showed 

unidirectional - upward causality, two items showed unidirectional -

downward causality, three items showed bidirectional causality, and five 

items showed independence. The tests for beef and pork showed 

unidirectional - upward causality, which , on the basis of this test , 

implied the markup pricing rule held. Although not explicit in the 
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model, Heien incl uded both current and lagged wholesale prices i n the 

markup equation when t esting for causality. This was yet another source 

of dynamics in the model . 

Heien also tested for symnetrical pricing on the part of 

retailers-- a test of whether reta i lers passed on decreases in wholesale 

prices as f ully as they passed on increases. The hypothesis of 

syrrmetrical pr icing was not r e jected for beef but was rejected for pork. 

A structural stability t est was performed t o see if some parameters 

in the markup pric ing equations had changed significantly over the 

period January, 1975 through December , 1976. The hypothesis of 

structural change was rejected in 15 of 22 cases. From this , Heien 

concluded there was support for the time- fixity of production 

coefficients assumption which lent support for mar kup pricing in the 

marketing channel . 

Lanm and Westcott (1981) also tested the markup hypothesis , or more 

specifically, that farm- level price changes 'cause' retail food price 

changes . Results were ver y similar to those repor ted in Heien. For 

many food items , there was unidirectional causality from the farm leve l 

to the reta il level. 

Larnn and Westcott investigated reasons for food prices rising 

faster than nonfood prices during the 1970s . They developed an 

econometric mode l of price dete rmination that was based on Popkin's 

'stage of processing' model . '!he e xpl i citly multiproduct model had 

prices written as functions of current and lagged output and input 
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prices and excess demand variables. The model was a markup model and 

allowed them to consider the relationships between changes in fa rm 

prices and changes in retail food prices. For the ir study, farm t o 

retail was considered as one stage. The model consisted of 15 food 

price equations , two behav ioral equations , and three aggregation 

equations. QJarterly data were used and variables, e xcept seasonal 

durcmies and time trends , wer e expressed as quarterly percent changes. 

From the reduced form of the econometric model, mu l tipliers were 

generated t o examine how input price changes were passed on through the 

system and over time . The maximum lag required in the equations was one 

quarter. Results indicated that the bulk of the impac t from changing 

i nput prices occurred within the current quarter and one quarter ahead 

with smaller impacts two and three quarters ahead. Lamn and Westcott 

noted that the food sector had a much simpler lag structure than the 

nonfood sector . 

Results from the mode l indicated that the ri se in the prices of 

both farm and nonfarm inputs caused the higher retail food prices 

r e l ati ve t o nonfood prices in the 1970s. 

Markup pric ing in the marketing channel was incorporated into a 

qua rte rly econometric model of the beef and pork marketing sector by 

Ladd and Karg (1973) . 'Ihe model consisted of 12 stochastic equations: 

two re tail er demand equations , two inventory equations , t wo consumer 

demand equations , two wholesa l e- retail margin equations , two farm-

wholesale equations , and two farm price equations . There were also 18 

identities in the model . Markup pricing was introduced into the 
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wholesale-retail margins by specifying the margins as functions of the 

change in the wholesale value of that meat. The farm-wholesale margin 

for pork was a function of the change in the farm price of pork. 

The marketing margins estimated in the Ladd and Karg study included 

variables that allowed them to determine the effects of marketing input 

prices as well as labor producti v ity on margins at both the farm-

wholesale and the wholesale-retail levels. Ladd and Karg also allowed 

for rnultiproduct effects by including interrelationships between the 

beef and pork margins. Results indicated that beef and pork margins 

were not independent. They found that the pork margin at the farrn-

wholesale level influenced the farm-wholesale beef margin but that the 

influence did not run in the other direction. At the wholesale- retail 

level , the pork margin influenced the beef margin and the beef margin 

influenced the pork margin. The system of equations was dynamic since 

each margin equation contained its own one period lag. 

Both l inear and logarithmic quarter ly consumer demand equations, 

where price was the dependent variable, were estimated . Various 

hypotheses were tested concerning equality of quarterly slope 

coefficients and equality of the quarterly intercepts for beef , pork, 

lamb, and broilers. Results for beef and pork , for both the linear and 

the logarithmic versions, indicated that quarterly intercepts were 

different but that quarterly slopes were not significantly diffe rent. 

The Ladd and Karg study ranked the quarterly intercepts for beef 

(highest to lowest) as III , IV, II, and I. For pork, their ranking was 
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IV, III , I, and II. 'Their rankings of quarterly intercepts differed 

somewhat from rankings in previous works , which were cited in their 

study. 

Quarterly intercepts were al so ranked for the two inventory 

equations , for the two farm-wholesale margins, and for the two 

wholesale - retail margins. Ladd a nd Karg concluded from the comparison 

of their quarterly intercept rankings with those of other studies that 

seasona l patte rns in consumption and margin behav i or had changed over a 

period of years. 

The multiproduct effect that was introduced into the Ladd and Karg 

model was consistent with the retail firm multiproduct theory described 

by Holdren (1960) . Holdren conducted an industry study of the r e tail 

market. 'Ihe study identified decision variabl es of the retail sector 

and developed a model of retail firms. 'Ihe relationships among firms 

were also established. 

Demand functions facing a retai l unit in Holdren's model were of 

the form : 

Qi= fi(P1, ... , Pn , a 1 , ... , am) ' i = 1, ... , n 

The quantity of a good demanded f rom a retail unit was a function of the 

price of that good as well as prices of other goods (the Pis) and the 

nonprice offer variants (the a.s). 
J 

The total cost function for a re tail unit t ook the form : 

C = c(Q1 , ... , ~ , a 1, ... , '\n) 
The nonprice offer variants represented f ixed or discretionary cost 

inputs or variable cost inputs (such as a stamp program) . Costs of 
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items in the product line. Clearly, the retail units were treated as 

multi product firms . 

The profit function was 

Maximizing profit over the decision variables , which were the prices and 

nonprice offer variants, Holdren obtained 

(}TI/ oP. = Q. + "" r:11(P. - QC/ c)Q.) (LJQ./c)P.) = 0 , j = l, ••• , n. J J '-' 1= 1 1 1 J 

l>TI/ oa. = ~ r: 1 (P . -vc/oQ. J(o Q./c)a.J -vc/oa. =0 , j=l, ••• ,m J Li l= 1 1 1 J J 

In equilibrium, t he profit margin on the nth good , for example, equaled 

price offer variation cost. Mathematically, 

(P - <>c;oo , = [-Q - ~ ~-11 (P. - vc1<>0., (oo. ;op , J (oo ;oP ) -1 
n n n Li I= 1 1 I n n n 

where the right-hand side was the profit margin on the nth good and the 

left-hand side was the pri ce offer variation cost. With certain 

complementar y relationships , the profit margin on the nth good could be 

negative . 

'!Wo interesting implications of Holdren's model ar e that (1) the 

profit margins on goods sold by the retailer are not determined 

independently and (2) the profit margins are functions of slope 

coefficients of the demand functions. 

Heien provided some theoretical basis for markup pri cing on the 
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part of retailers. Holdren also provided some theoretical basis for 

interrelated margins due to the multiproduct nature of the sector. 

Some of the previous works described have coornon characteristics. 

The markup pricing by retailers has been tested in some studies and 

assumed true in some others. 'IWo of the studies explicitly included the 

multiproduct nature of the industry in their models. The Holdren study 

indicated there was some justification to model the industry as 

consisting of multiproduct firms. 

Some of the studies have also tried to capture dynamics of the 

industry. A justification for including dynamics can be found in 

articles by Parham and Duewer (USDA Report No. AGESS8012215 1980f) and 

Ross (1984) . Ross described how dynamic retailer behav ior could cause 

'step' patterns and short term cycles in marketing margin series. 

Consumers may tend to resist frequent price changes or steadily rising 

prices. Retailers, then, may be willing to accept losses for relatively 

long periods of time as costs or wholesale prices rise in order to keep 

retail prices constant. When losses become overwhelming, retailers then 

step their margins up to a higher level . On wholesale price or cost 

declines , retailers delay lowering margins 1) in order to recoup losses 

incurred on wholesale price increases, and/or 2) on the expectat ion that 

wholesale prices or costs will soon rebound. Wholesale prices and farm 

prices, then, tend to be more variable than retail prices. The seasonal 

patterns in farm and wholesale prices do not always find their way to 

retail prices as retailers absorb the price changes by expanding and 
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contracting margins. Short term cycles then appear in margin data . 

This type of dynamic re tailer behavior implie s relatively stable 

r etai l prices in the short run. 'Ihree of the studies c ited prev iously 

included dynamics of this type in their models. 

An alternati ve explanation of these re tail price dynamics may be 

found in Wohlgenant and Hahn (1982) . '!hey found that the difference 

between the short and long run price elasticities of demand for beef and 

pork may al so have accounted for relatively stable re tail prices in the 

short run . 'Ihe short run own- price elasticities for beef and pork were 

g reat e r than the l ong run elas ticities since in the short run , consumers 

could vary their demand for stocks as well as consumption. 

Heien's model included yet another source of dynamics. He a llowed 

demand and supp ly to diffe r at a point in time. 

Although the approach differs among studies , some over all 

conclusions may be drawn. Sever al studies supported the hypothesis that 

the meat processing sector was characterized by markup pric ing . Also , 

some found ev idence of behavior cons istent with a sect or made up of 

multiproduct firms. Other aspects of the Holdren multiproduct theory 

wer e untested. Dynamics in the meat processing and marketing sector 

were also important. 
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CHAPTER 3 . MODEL FORMULATION 

several different approaches have been taken in previous studies to 

examine issues involving marketing margins. Some of these approaches 

have been outlined in the Literature Review Chapter. This study 

contains some characteristics similar t o those of previous work but 

differs on some important points. The purpose of this study is to test 

possible explanations of the changes observed in the beef and pork 

marketing margins in the late 1970s. In about 1978 , both marketing 

margin series appeared to step to a higher level and although this was 

not the first jump for either time series , this jump seemed to be 

greater than earlier such jumps. Also , unlike previous increases, this 

recent jump was accompanied by an increase in volati lity in both monthly 

time series and an apparent change in seasonality. This study tests 

three possib le explanations of the changes observed in these margins. 

This chapt e r outlines the three hypotheses of this study and 

describes the econometric model that allows t ests of these hypotheses. 

The statistical methods and formulations of the tests of the hypotheses 

for both the static and dynamic versions are outlined in the next two 

chapters. Descriptions of data are saved for discussion in Chapter 6. 

Hypotheses 

Two of the hypotheses of this study ar e derived from work by 

Holdren (1960) on multiproduct retail firms. According to Holdren's 

model, the margin charged on one good is not independent of the margins 

charged on other goods . The model also implies that the margin charged 
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on a good changes as the own- price slope or the cross- price slopes 

change . 

One first - order condition for profit maximization for a two- good 

case of Holdren's model is 

3 . 1. 
c) Ql 

(P - c) C/c)Q ) - --
1 1 c) p 

1 

c) Q2 
+ (P - c) C/VQ ) --- = 0 

2 2 c) p 
1 

Rearranged , this becomes 

where Pi and Qi are the retail price and quantity of the ith good , and 

(P. - VC/UQ.) is the profit margin on the ith good . A more detailed 
l l 

discussion of Holdren's model can be found in the Literature Review 

Chapter. From equat i on (3.2) , it is clear that the profit margin on 

good 1 is not independent of the profit margin on good 2; this 

generalizes to an n-good case. '!he first hypothesis then is that of 

interdependent margins . The pork margin is not isolated from beef 

sector changes and v ice ver sa. To incorporate this mul tiproduct effect 

into the econometric model of this study, the margin on beef (pork) is a 

function of the margin on pork (beef) . 

Changes in demand also affect the margins in Holdren 's model . One 

can differentiate (3.2) with respect to the own-price slope, oQ1/ uP1, and 

3. 3. 

respect to the cross-price slope , 0o2;0P1, to obtain 
<) (Pl - o C/OQ1 ) _2 ---------~---- = (Q + (OQ / QP ) (P - VC/OQ ) J (OQ / UP ) 
0 (c)Q / VP ) 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 

1 1 

with 
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- (Pl - oC/LJQl) 
= --------------

(0Ql/ LJ Pl) 

and 

3.4. 
<) (Pl - OC/OQl) - (P2 - VC/LJQ2) 

--------------- = --------------o (O Q2/0 P1) (oQ1/ ()P1) 

Similar results are obtained f rom the deri vatives of the (rearranged) 

first- order condition , oJ1/ 0P2 = 0, with respect to c) Q2/ VP2 and 

uQ1/ oP2• 

(oQ1/ oP1) 

Equation (3. 3) is positive as long as (P1 - 0c/oQ1) > 0 and 

< 0. Equation (3. 4) is positi ve as long as (P2 - 0 c;c)Q2) > 0 

and (VQ1/ c)P1) < 0. 

A USDA publication (USDA Report No. 509 1984) indicates that 

gross margins for meat are slightly less than those for the store as a 

whole-- possibly due to the extensive use of meat advertisements to draw 

customers-- but are still positive. Although gross margins and profi t 

margins are not equal , one may expect profit margins on beef and pork to 

be positi ve also. Furthermore, it is expected that the demands for beef 

and pork are typical downward-sloping curves. Therefor e , the signs of 

(3. 3) and (3.4) a re expected to be positi ve. As the own- price slope 

increases (becomes flatter) or as the cross-price slope increases, t he 

margin on good 1 is expected to rise. '!he own- price and cross- price 

impacts discussed here generalize to the case of n goods. 

The second hypothesis of this study then is that structural changes 

in the demands for beef and por k have affected margin behavior in the 

late 1970s via the Holdren demand impacts. Structural change in the 

late 1970s in the two demands is hypothesized mainly because of the 
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increased health concerns over red meat consumption. The 1970s saw 

r elative price changes among beef, pork, and poultry. Slowly changing 

consumption habits toward poultry and the incr eased concern about fat 

and cholest eral in the 1970s may show up as structural change in the 

slope coefficients of the beef and pork demands. Placement of the 

structural change differs among studies. Chavas (1983) placed the 

change in the mid-1970s while Ikerd (1984) placed the change in the 

early 1980s. This study searches for structural change in 1977/1978. 

This coincides with the approximate time when the beef and pork margins 

inc reased sharply and became more volatile. 

The third hypothesis of this study is that of structural change in 

the margin equations themsel ves . The beef and pork processing sector 

saw important changes over the past two decades and especially in the 

1970s. Perhaps the biggest change came in the way meat was marketed to 

the retail stores. The shift from carcass to boxed beef had important 

implications as far as retail marketing and costs were concerned. With 

boxed beef, retailers are better able to control the proportions of 

certain cuts they purchase from packers , which allows them to better 

target certain customer groups. Furthermore, costs are relocated within 

the marketing channel. Less cutting at the retail level (where wages 

tend to be higher) is required and cutti ng is instead shifted to the 

packer or wholesale level where lower wages and assembly line efficiency 

can reduce costs. Although this marketing phenomenon has been largely 

in beef , pork marketing has seen similar changes. 
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Another possible source of structural change in the marketing 

sector has been the unit product codes (UP::) which allow the retailers 

to better control meat inventory. 'Ihe sales information that the UP::s 

provide gi ves the store managers a better idea of the effectiveness of 

specialling and the interactions among the various departments of the 

store. 

Yet another area of change in the sector was the beef grading 

change that occurred in the mid-1970s. Costs of grading may have 

changed and pricing efficiency may have increased (Purcell and Nelson 

1976) . 

Although these changes in the beef and pork marketing sector have 

not occurred overnight , this study searches for evidence of structural 

change in 1977/1978. Again , this coincides with the observed increase 

in the level and with the increase in volatility after the late 1970s 

for the beef and pork rnarg ins. 

The attempt to explain changes in recent margin behavior leads this 

study t o investigate the three hypotheses described. The first 

hypothesis is that margins on beef and pork are not determined 

independently of one another. As a result, changes in one sector impact 

both the beef and pork sector . 'Ihe second hypothesis is that structural 

change in the demands for beef and pork have influenced margins for the 

two goods via the Holdren demand impact. And fina lly, the third 

hypothesis is that margin beha v ior changed due to the important changes 

that have taken place in the beef and pork marketing sector in the 

1970s . 
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Model 

An econometric model has been developed to test the hypotheses of 

this study. Appropriate variables that ar e incl uded in the model are 

based on economic theory, prev i ous s tudies, charac te ristics of the beef 

and pork marketing sector , and changes that have taken place in this 

sector withi n the past decade. 

The economic model used in this study is derived from a more 

general specification of the beef and pork marketing sector. When 

cer ta in maintained hypotheses are introduced , a complex , genera l 

specification of the sector may be reduced to a small yet powerful 

economic model that permits the hypotheses of this study t o be tested. 

One can begin with a somewhat simplified model of the meat 

marketing sector that consists of supply and demand at the r etai 1 level 

and supp 1 y and demand at the farm level . 

3. 5. Qd 
r = gl(Pr ' zl) 

3. 6. ~ = g2(Pr' wx) 

3. 7. Qd 
f = g3( Pf ' wx ) 

3. 8 . Qs 
f = g4(Pf ' z2) 

Supersc ripts on quantities identify whether it is the quantity demanded 

or supplied . Subscripts on quantities and prices identify whethe r it i s 

at the retail or farm level . '!he zs ar e simply other exogenous 

var iables. '!he wx is the price of the marketing input x. Inventories 

are not dealt with explicitly since it is assumed that ther e is no 

change in inventories from one period to another or Qs 
r EilUation 
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(3. 5) is the primary or consumer demand at the re tai 1 level for the 

good. Equation (3.6) is the supply to the retai 1 level. 'Ihe derived 

demand , equation (3. 7) , is the retailers' demand for the farm produc t . 

Finally, equation (3. 8) is the primary or farmers ' supply of the farm 

product. In equilibrium, 

0a = 0s 
r r 

0d = 0s 
f f 

A description of a simple mcdel such as this can be found i n Tomek and 

Rob inson (1977) . 

Dale Heien (1980) demonstrated that with the assumptions of time-

fixity of coefficients in the produc tion of the retail good and constant 

r e turns to scale that r e tail ers ' pric ing beha vior is charac terized by a 

markup over the farm value. Conside r the fixed-coefficient production 

function 

Qr = min (Qf/a1 , x/a2) 

The addition of constant returns to sca le yields a cost func tion of the 

form 

C = (alpf + a2wx)Qr 

Then under competiti ve conditions (price equals marginal cost) 

Pr = alPf + a2wx 

Substituting the identity 

3.9 . Pr = Pf + M 

where M is the farm-retail margin , yields 

3 . 10. 
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The coeffici ent a1 is the farm equivalent and for livestock is typically 

greater than one. 'Iherefore (a1 - 1) is positive. The retailer's 

margin here is a function of the farm price and the price of other 

inputs. With fixed-coefficient production and constant returns to 

scale , one can r epl ace equations (3.6) and (3 . 7) with (3 . 10) . 

In Heien's 1980 article , he t ested the time-fixity of production 

coefficients hypothesis and found that it was a reasonable assLUnption t o 

make for the meat industry. Both Heien and Gardner (1975) assLUned that 

the meat marketing sector had constant returns to scale product ion. 

'IWo maintained hypotheses concerning the quantity supplied at the 

farm level may be considered to simplify the general model further . 

Suppose that farm-level supply is not a function of current price or 

other endogenous variables. There is a vertical supply curve in 

contemporaneous price/ quantity space and the quantity suppl ied in a 

particular period is predetermined. If , in addition to predetermined 

supply, changes in inventory are small relati ve to changes in 

consumption , then consLUnption may be treated as predetermined also. 

A second maintained hypothesis concerning supply helps to identify 

the retail demand. 'Ihe supply c urve must be subtantially more variable 

in price-quantity space than the demand curve. Shifts i n the supply 

curve, then , map out the demand cur ve from equilibriLUn price-quantity 

data . In addition to the relative variability in demand and supply 

curves , shifts in the supply curve must be independent of shifts in the 

demand curve. If this condition is violated , the estimated demand curve 

will be either steeper or flatter than the true demand curve, depending 
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on the correlation in supply and demand shifts. 

Predetermined supply is a reasonable assumption for the li vestock 

sector with monthly data. For beef , it may be more than a year after a 

price change befor e significant changes in supply are fe lt. Although 

some contraction or expansion takes place within a year, relati vel y 

little supply change comes within a one or two month period. The 

situation is not as clear- cut for hogs , but the assumption of 

predetermined supply is stil l reasonabl e. 

It is also reasonable to assume that supply shifts substantially 

more than demand. Income is probably the major shifter in meat 

consumption, but income or changes in income remain relatively stable 

over time. Among weather , rapid input price changes , and herd 

liquidation phases , supply shifts are expected to be more variable. 

Furthermor e , returns to the livestock producers from sales are small 

relati ve to consumers' t ota l income. Therefore, the correlation between 

demand and supply shifts is expected t o be quite low. 

Given the two maintained hypotheses of supply, one may simply set 

Q~ = Q and include an equilibrium condition Q~ = Q~. Since quantity is 

predetermined , the retail demand may be inverted to yie ld (afte r 

substituting in the equilibrium condition) 

3 . 11. 

A complete but much simplified economic model of the meat marketing 

s ec tor is made up of equations (3. 9) , (3.10) , and (3 . 11). This model is 

static and only includes a single good , which is meat in the above 
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example . 

The monthly econometric mooel postulated i n this study is an 

extension of the above mooe l. 'lbe economic mooel in this s tudy takes 

into account the multi pr oduct nature of the beef and pork marketing 

sector as wel 1 as the possible dynamics considered impor tant. 'lber e are 

two forms of the mooel-- Form I contains farm- re t ail margins whi le Form 

I I conta ins farm-wholesale and whol esale-retail marg ins. For each form 

of the mooel , both a static and a dynamic ver sion are estimated .. 

Form I of the mooel in gener a l form then i s 

3. 12 . P8t / CPit = fl( ROst 1 RQPt ' Dit ' 21t ) 

3. 13 . PPt/CPit = f2(R0st ' RQPt ' Dit , 22t> 
3 . 14 . ~t = f 3 (FVBt ' ~' 23t) 

3 . 15. Mpt = f4(FVPt ' t\t ' 24t) 

3. 16. FVBt = PBt - t\t 

3. 17 . FVPt = PPt - Mpt 

Form II breaks the farm-retail margins into farm-wholesale and 

wholesa le-re t a il margins. 'lbe demand equat i ons of Form II ar e identical 

t o those of Form I. Form II of the rnooel then i s 

3 . 12 . P8 t / CPit = fl (ROst 1 RQPt ' Dit ' Zlt) 

3. 13. PPt/ CPit = f2(ROst 1 ROgt ' Dit ' 22t) 
3. 18 . ™Et = gl (WVBt ' RMPt I ZSt) 
3 . 19. RMPt = g2(WVPt ' ™Et ' 26t> 
3. 20 . ~t = 93(FVBt ' WMPt , 27t) 

3. 21 . WMPt = 94(FVPt ' ~t ' 28t) 
3. 22 . WVBt = PBt - RMBt 
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3. 24 . 

3. 25 . 

WVPt = PPt - RMPt 

EVBt = PBt ~t 

FVPt = PPt RMPt 

23 

Table 3.1 defines and classifies the variables of the two forms . 

The two demand functions of this model are price dependent since, 

as discussed prev iously, the quantity consumed is predetermined . Prices 

and inccme of the bvo demands ar e deflated by the the Consumer Price 

Index for all goods. ceflating prices and inccme may aid in reducing 

multicollinearity in the estimation stage. Incane and quantities of 

beef and pork are divided by population in order to obtain the demands 

of a representative consumer . '!he other exogenous variables , z1t and 

z2t are lagged exogenous variables and/ or dll!llTly variables . The dll!llTly 

variables are seasonal dll!llTlies and may also represent an event in the 

sample p:?riod that has shifted the intercept. 

In a static framework , all variables in the demand f uncti ons ar e 

current exogenous and endogenous variables. In a more dynamic framework 

where habits may influence purchases , lagged exogenous variables such as 

retail quantities may be included. Including lagged retail quantities 

does not conflict with the maintained hypothesis of predetermined supply 

since within one month , supply is still reasonably fixed . 

The margin equations of this study are consistent with the markup-

type margins described earlier . '!he farm-retail margins (equations 

(3. 14) and (3.15)) and the farm-wholesale margins (equations (3. 20) and 

(3.21)) are functions of the farm value of the particular meat. '!he 
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Table 3.1. Definitions and classifications of monthly variable s 

Variab le 

PBt 

ppt 

RQBt 

RQPt 

Dlt 

CPit 

MBt 

Mpt 

FVBt 

FVpt 

2lt ' 22t ' 
23t ' 24t 

RMBt 

RM pt 

WMBt 

WM pt 

wvBt 

WV Pt 

2st ' 26t ' 
27t ' 2Bt 

Definition/ Cl assificati on 

Composite re t a il price of beef in period t ; endogenous . 

Composite r e t ail price of pork in period t ; endogenous. 

Percapi ta retai 1 quantity of beef in period t ; exogenous. 

Per capi ta retai 1 quantity of pork in period t; exogenous. 

Real percapita disposable personal income in period t ; 
exogenous . 

Consumer Price Index for a l 1 goods in per iod t ; e xogenous . 

Farm-re t a il margin on beef in period t ; endogenous . 

Farm-retail margin on pork in period t ; endogenous. 

Net farm value o f beef in period t ; e ndogenous . 

Net fa rm value of pork in period t ; endogenous. 

Other e xogenous and/ or lagged endogenous variables in 
pe ri od t . 

Wholesale- r e t ai 1 marg in for beef in period t ; endogenous . 

Wholesale- retai 1 margin for pork in period t ; endogenous. 

Farm-wholesale margin for beef in period t; endogenous . 

Farm-wholesale margin for pork in period t ; endogenous. 

Net who lesa le value of beef in period t ; endogenous . 

Wholesale va lue of pork in period t ; endogenous . 

Othe r e xogenous and/or l agged endogenous variable s . 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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wholesale- reta i 1 margins (equations (3.18) and (3. 19)) are functi ons of 

the whol esale value of the particular meat. Both wholesalers and 

retailers are hypothesized t o determine a margin at a level as a markup 

over the pri ce at the previous level in the marketing channel . 

The margin equations also take into account the multiproduct nature 

of the meat marketing sector. 'Ibis mul tiproduct effect is introduced 

into the mcdel by writing the margin on pork, for example, as a function 

of the margin on beef. 'Ihe coefficients on the other margins are 

expected to be positive. 

The mcdel of this study may either be a static or a dynamic mcdel , 

depending on whether certain other variables are included in the margin 

equations. 'Ihe mcdel i s static when only current exogenous variables 

are included. 'Ihe addition of lagged endogenous variables in the margin 

equations make s the mcdel dynamic. With the dynamic specification, the 

coefficient on current farm or wholesale value is expected to be 

negative while the coefficient on lagged farm or wholesale value is 

expected to be positive. 'These signs are expected since it is supposed 

that retail ers or wholesalers absorb a change in price within the first 

month but pass that cost on in the second month. 

The other exogenous var iables of the margin equations , z3t through 

ZSt ' represent input costs and dumny variables. The important input 

costs are f or labor , packaging materials , pr ocessing equipnent , and 

energy. Labor costs make up a large por tion of the marketing costs in 

meat processing and retailing. 01anges that have taken place i n the 

meat mar keting sector may influence the size and behavior of the margins 
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studied here. For example, the trend toward boxed beef has shifted much 

of the labor associated with breaking and cut ting from the r etai l store 

to the whol esale or slaughter levels. Wage rates differ among these 

levels and this perhaps has had an impact on the marketing margins. The 

coeffi c ients on input costs are expected to be positi ve. The dl..lrttTly 

variables consist of 11 seasonal dun:rny variables. 
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CHAPTER 4. STATISTICAL MEI'HODS 

The inappropriateness of certain assumptions in this study 

complicates the estimation stage. Ordinary Least Squares assumptions 

concerning the X, or i ndependent variable , matrix and assumptions 

concerning the errors are violated in the econometric model outlined in 

the Model Formulation 01apter . 'Ibis chapter outl ines the procedure used 

to correct the data for these violations. '!be first section describes 

the use of Generalized Least Squares for correcting heter oscedasticity 

and autocorrelated errors in a single equation. '!be second section 

provides tests for autocorrelation and heteroscedast icity. '!be third 

section outlines the procedure that is used to estimate equations of a 

system wher e both heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation are pr esent. 

The fourth section descr ibes the procedure and tests for identifying 

structural change. '!be last section of this chapter outl ines the 

necessary conditions for identification of an equation in a system of 

equations . 

Generalized Least Squares 

Typically with time series data , the assumption of a scalor 

diagona l variance- covariance matrix of the errors is not met. The 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator is then inappropr iate . '!be 

Generalized Least Squares (GLS) estimator may be applied in such cases 

(see Johnston 1984) . GLS begins with the same linear equation as with 

OLS , o r 

Y = XB + u 
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where Y is an (nxl) vector of observations on the dependent variable; X 

is an (nxk) matrix of observations on the independent variables ; B is a 

(kxl) vector of coefficients ; and u is an (nxl) vector of error s with 

Eu = 0. Ther e are n observati ons and k exogenous var i ables. The 

variance- covar iance matrix is 

A standard assumption of OLS is violated. OLS estimates of B will be 

unbiased but will no longer have minimum variance in the class of linear 

unbiased estimators. The OLS estimator for B, 

B = (X ' X)-1x•y 

is unbiased. Furthermore , the distribution of the u. 's are not 
1 

generally independent , which violates an important assumption of 

hypothesis testing . Hypothesis testing with t , F, or ;(2 distributions 

require independence of the u. 's. 
l 

The GLS procedure finds a matrix H to transform the mcx)el such that 

H' H = V-l 

One then applies OLS t o the transformed rncx)el 

B = (X ' v- 1x) - 1x ·v- 1y 

The GLS estimator is unbiased 

= B 
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""' since Eu = 0. 'Ihe variance- covariance matrix for B is 

Also 

var(B) = E(X'v-1x) - 1x·v-1uu •v-1x(x ' v-1x) -l 

= 0"2 (x 1 v- 1x)-1x 1 v- 1vv-1x(x 1 v-1x)-l 

= o-2 (X ·v- lx)-1 

= O" 2 (X!X*) - 1 

= ---------
(n - k) 

is an unbiased estimator fo r o- 2. 

If V is unknown , then one may replace V with the estimated matrix 

v. 'Ihe smal 1 sample properties of E.stimated Generalized Least Squares 

(EGLS) is unknown but the approximation improves as the sample size 

increases. TWo types of deviations from standard OLS assumptions are 

examined in this study. One is aut ocorrelated errors and the other is 

heteroscedasticity. In both cases , v is unknown and must be estimated. 

The first - order autocorrelation is corrected within the sample periods 

before the presence of heteroscedasticity is tested for . 

An area where OLS assumptions about the errors are possibly 

violated is autocorrelated errors. Here, the error in one period is 

correlated with of the error in at least one previous period. 'Ihe 

errors are assumed to follow a first-order autoregressive process in 

this study. 'Ihe equations for the two sample periods then are 

Y1t = X1tBi_ + elt , elt = P1 e1t - 1 + l\t 

Y2t = X2t82 + e2t e2t = P2e2t-l + u2t 
where the first subscript is the sample period and the second subscript 
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is the observation. Assume that Eu. =0 and 
l -

Eu . u ! = Ci 2 I for i = 1 , 2 
l i u. n . 

l l 

where ui is an (nixl) vector of errors for period i . Also assume 

Ee. = 0 for i=l , 2. It can be shown (Johnston 1984) that 
l 

0"2 
e. 

l 
= <T 2 (1 u. 

l 

The variance- covar iance matrix for the errors in period i then is 

Ee.e! = 
l 1 

See Johnston (1984 , 310) for v . . Define the t r ansformation matr i x Has 
l 

T when correcting for autocorrelation. 

such that T.'T. 
1 1 

4 . 1. T. = 
1 

= -1 v. 
1 

for 

1-Pt 
-Pi 

0 

0 

period i then 

0 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 -P,. 1 

'Itie transformat i on matr ix T. 
1 

is 

0 

0 

0 

1 

If f . is known, then the GLS estimator for autocorrelated errors is 1 

B. = (X.' T.' T.X.)- lX .' T.' T. Y. 
l --i l l 1 l 1 1 l 

This estimator is unbiased since Eei = 0. 'Itie variance- covariance 

matrix for B. is 
1 

var(B.) = cr 2 (X !v-:-1x . )-l 
l u. 1 1 1 

l 

If Pi is unknown , as it is in this study, it i s estimated with OLS 
A, 

r esiduals, e. , 
1 
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1 

L:
n . 

1 " 2 
t=2 (ei t) 
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The equations for the two sample periods transformed for first-

order autocorrelation can be written as 

T. y. = T.x.B. + T.e . 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

for sample period i (i=l , 2) . '!hen say that ni is the sampl e size in 

period i and that N = n1 + n2• Also say there are k variables including 

the inte rcept. '!hen the transformed data for the two sample periods can 

be stacked to yield 

TY = TXB + Te 

where T is (NxN) , Y i s (Nxl) , X i s (N x2k) , B is (2kx l ) , and e is (Nxl) . 

The transformed data her e are then used to test for heteroscedastic ity . 

The assumed structure of the he t er oscedasticity may be written as 

CT 2I 0 
ETee ' T' = 1 n1 = a- 2v 

0 (7' 2I 
2 n2 

2 2 2 2 Further assume that CT = CT 1 and v 2 = wv 1• '!his states that ther e is 

homoscedasticity within each sample period but that the variance di ffe rs 

between sample periods. Covariances are assumed to be zero. Then 

ETee 'T' = CT 2 

and the transformation matrix 
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The ratio w = O" ~/vi is estimated from the OLS residuals from each 

period. 'Ihe estimate of w then equals 
A A 

s2 uiu1 
= -------1 (nl-kl) 

... A 

s2 u2u2 
= -------2 (n2-k2) 

The H-matrix used t o transform the data in sample period i then can be 

written as 

4 . 3. Hi = 1/ rwi_ In . 
l 

where w1 = 1, w2 = w, and H. is (n.xn . ) . An equation after 
l l l 

transformation for first- order autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity 

can be written as 

H.T .Y. = H.T. x.B. + H.T.e. 
1 l l 1 l l 1 l l l 

for sample period i . 

If there is heter oscedasticity within a sample period , a similar 

structure is assumed . Heteroscedasticity is corrected for within a 

sample period before it is corrected for between sample periods. 

Autocorrelated Errors and Hete roscedasticity Tests 

The presence of (first- order) autocorrelated err ors is tested with 

the Durbin-Watson d-statistic 
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d = L ~=2 (~t - ~t- 1) 2 I L ~=l~~ 
where e = Y - XB (i.e., the OLS residuals) . 'Ihis statistic is closely 

r elated to the first-order autocorrelation coefficient defined by 

equation (4.2) 

d ~ 2 (1 - p) 
The nul 1 hypothesis of the Durbin-Watson test is that of no fir st order 

autocorrelation. Reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alter native 

hypothesis (positi ve first- order autocorrelation) if the calculated d is 

less than the published lower bound. Fail to reject the null hypothesis 

if the calculated d is gr eater than the published upper bound. 'Ihe test 

is inconclusive for calculated d between the lower and upper bound . 
"' One can also calculate a standard error of Pto test the null ,. 

hypothesis that there is no autocorrelation (i.e ., p =0) . If P is 

thought of as a regression coefficient in the regression 

.... 
then the standard error of the estimate for p can be used m the 

hypothesis test. 

An F- test is used to test for heteroscedasticity within a period 

and between periods. 'Ihe null and alternati ve hypotheses for this test 

are 

2 2 
HA:o-1 'I 0-2 

It can be shown (Judge et al. 1982, p. 167) that 
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~ v 2 k/ (n .-k), i=l, 2 l\.n. - i 
1 

Since there is no over lap in the two sample periods , the )( 21s ar e 

independent and their ratio is distributed as F under H0• 

E' = 

This is a two tailed test but setting the larger sampl e variance in the 

numera t or allows one to reject H0 for large calculated val ues. 

Autoregressive 'IWo- Stage Least Squares 

A standard assumption of OLS is violated if endogenous variables 

appear as r egressors in an equation. A standard assumption of OLS is 

that the regr essors are fixed, or if stochastic are independent of the 

errors. 'lhe marg in equations violate this assumption. The endogenous 

variabl es on the right- hand side are correlated with the errors. The 

'IWo- Stage Least Squares (2SLS) procedure purges the endogenous 

r egr essors of their correlation with the errors thus al lowing unbiased 

estimation of the coefficients. 'lhree further compl ications ar e added 

in this estimati on procedure : 1) the presence of autocorrelated errors , 

2) the presence of heteroscedastic ity, and 3) the presence of lagged 

endogenous variables as regressor s . Some margin equations estimated in 

this study do not contain lagged endogenous variables as regressors. A 

five step procedure is used t o estimate the margin equations. 

There are two ·sarnple periods {i=l, 2) , J equations in the system, 

and ni observations in each sample period. For the ith sample period , 

the jth equation for obser vation t can be written as 
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4·4• Yijt = Y{jt8 ij + Y{jt - l O ij + Xljt l ij + eijt 

where y .. tis the value of the dependent variable for per iod i , equation 
lJ 

j , and obser vation t. Yi j t is the vector of e ndogenous variabl e s in the 

curren t period on the right-hand side and is (lxGj ) . Ylj t - l is the 

vector of endogenous variabl es for observation t -1 and is (lxgj) . X{j t 

is the vector of exogenous variables and is (lxk.) . The coeff i cient 
J 

vect o rs B .. , Q. . . , and Y . are (G.xl) , (g.xl) , and (k.xl) , r espectively. 
lJ lJ lJ J J J 

First- or der autocorrelated errors are assumed 

whe r e 

and Euijt=fa. The corre lation {1 j is al lowed t o differ over sampl e 

periods and equations. The Autor essi ve 2SLS procedure used in this 

study is as follows : 
,._ A 

Step 1) Obt a in Yi j t and ~jt-l by OLS using the e xogenous var iables and 

lagged e xogenous variables as regressors . 
"' .... 

Step 2) Substi tute Yij t and ~j t - l for 'ij t and Ylj t - l ' r especti vely, 

in equation (4 .4) and estimate the coeff icients by OLS to arri ve at 
A A A A A A. 

4 • 5• yijt = Y{jt8 ij + Y{jt- 1 0i j + X{jt f ij + e ijt 

Step 3) Ca l c ulate the coefficient p .. with the residua l s from equation lJ 
( 4 . 5) 

1 ,,. ,. ~
n . 

t _2(e . ·t le. · t) 
----=---~l-=--~l __ 

n . 
~ 1 ~ 2 
" t=2 (eij t) 
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Tests of the significance of A . are discussed in the second sectio n of lJ 
A 

this chapter . If A . is statistical ly signific ant , transform the data lJ 
by the EGLS method outlined in the first sec tion. Re- estimate equation 

(4. 5) with transformed data to arri ve at new coefficient and e rror 

estimates. In matrix notation, 

4. 6. 
AA A A. A A 

T . . y .. = T .. y . . B .. + T .. y. ·LO ". + T
1
. J.x

1
.J. y 1. J. + T . . e .. lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ 

" ... where y .. is (n . xl), Y . . is (n.xG.) , x .. is (n.xk. ) , and e . . is (n
1
.xl) . 

lJ 1 lJ 1 J lJ 1 J lJ 

Yij L is the matrix of predicted lagged endogenous variables and is 

(n . xg .) . 
1 J 

section. 

T .. is the transformation matrix discussed in the previous lJ 
"' 

A. 

Pij from the se residuals and test for Cal culate a 

significance. If f . . is significant here, transform the data again. lJ 
Otherwise precede with step 4. 

Step 4) Ose the new residuals from equation (4 . 6) , the T .. e .. s , to 
lJ lJ 

calculate 

= 2 2 w v 2j/ v lj 

where 

2 ... " v . · = (T . . e .. e! . T!.) / (n . - k .) lJ lJ lJ l J lJ 1 J 

Testing H0: w = 1 is discussed in the second section of this chapter. 

If w is statistically significantly different from one, then transform 

the second period data by the procedure outlined in first section of 

this chapter with the matrix 

Step 5) The first period data has been transformerl by T .. and the second lJ 
period data has been transformed by T2j and by H2. 'Ihe final estimate 
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of the coefficients are obtained by estimating 

4. 7. 
[ 

T1·Y1·] [Tl .~l. @ J J - J J 
HT2jy2j - 0 HT2j~2j 

TljyijL @ 
A 

0 HT2jy2jL 

+ [:~::~:j ] 
This regression is corrected for autocorrelation and 

Blj 

B2j 

0 1j 

0 2j 

Yj_j 
'2j 

heteroscedasticity and can therefore be used to test for equality of 

coeffici ents. 

Structural Change 

Testing for structural change is a special case of testing a set of 

linear constraints (see Johnston 1984) . The general form of the linear 

constraint is RB = r where the fixed R matrix is (qxk) and embodies the 

hypothesized linear combinations of the elements in the (kxl) vector B, 

and the (qxl) vector r contains the constants in the linear 

combinations. There are k independent variables and q constraints. 

For this study, to be more specific, the linear constraints are 

used to test whether coefficients have changed from the first sample 

period to the second. The constraints state that the difference between 

the first and second period coefficients for the ith independent 

variable equals zero (Bil - si 2 = 0) . Define a1 as the (kxl) vector of 
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first period parameters and B2 as the (kxl) vector of second period 

parameters. Stack these two vectors t o form the (2kxl) vector 

The constraint matrix R t o restrict all coefficients to remain unchanged 

between the two periods is 

R = [ Ik -rkJ 
wher e Ik is the (kxk) identity matrix. '!he vector of constants of the 

linear constraints, r , would be a (kxl) vec t o r of zeros. By eliminating 

some rows of R, one could test that only a subset of coefficients 

changed . 

The cornnon test of linear constraints is an F- test. The statistic 

is based on some OLS assumptions and results. 'IWo important assumptions 

are 

where E is the vect or of errors , and X is nonstochastic with rank k. 

Three important results from OLS are that 

4 . 9 . b ......_ N(B, v 2 (X ' X)-l) , 

4 . 10 . (l/CT 2) (e ' e) ~ X 2 n- k 

and that b is distributed independently of s 2 = (e'e)/(n- k) . '!he 

coefficient b is t he unrestricted OLS estimator for the parameters B, 

and e is the unrestricted estimator for E. The sample size is n. 

These results are sufficient t o set up inference t ests for elements in 

b . 

Using equation (4. 9) and E(Rb) = RB, one finds 
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If m = r , 

(Rb - r) ~ N(0 , CT 2R(X ' X)-lR ' ) 

It can be shown that 

C = (Rb - r ) ' [ CT 2R(X ' X) - lR ' ] - l(Rb - r) -...,, )( 2 
q 

Noting the independence of b and e 'e/CT' 2 in equation (4 .10) , one can 

form the statistic 

C/q C/ q 

(e ' e)/o- 2 
,...._ F q ,n-k ,a. = 

(n-k) 

Another statistic useful in testing linear constr aints is derived 

from a Lagrange multiplier . Maximizing (over B and A), the Lagrange 

expression of the form 

l_ = L + ~ (RB - r ) , 

where L is the log- likelihood function , will yield the restricted 

parameters and the estimated Lagrange multipliers. If indeed the 

restriction contained in RB= rare valid , the Lagrange multipliers 

should not be significantly different from zero. If , on the other hand , 

the restrictions are not valid , the multipliers will be significantly 

different f rom zero. Therefore , testing A=! is a t est of the validity 

of the restrictions. Aitchison and Si lvey (Dhrymes et al . 1972) have 

shown that the test statistic for the hypothesis H0: A. =! for the linear 

model framework (i .e . , y = X.B + E ) is 
A A 

A= o- 2 A' (R{X ' X) - lR ' )A 
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and 

A is asymptotically distributed chi-square with q degrees-of- freedan 

urrler the null hypothesis. 'Ihe consistent estimator 

~2 = EE/n 
can be substituted for a-2 if it is unknown. E is the restricted 

estimator residual vector and b= (X'X)-1x•y is, as before, the 

unrestricted least squares estimator. 'Ihe test statistic 

~ = ;;. 2 ~· (R(X ' X) R' )~ 
converges to the asymptotic distribution of A. 

In Dhrymes et al . (1972) , comparisons of the F- test and the 

Aitchison-Silvey test were made . If (]" 2 was known, they concluded A and 

C are Mathematically equivalent , and A was a val id small sample test , as 

long as the E were distributed normally. If, on the other hand , (J' 
2 

was unknown, then A and F were asymptotically equivalent. The F- test 

however had more desirabl e small sample properties , again assuming the 

normality of the E. 
In the case of stochastic regressors , the Aitchison- Silvey test is 

completely unaffected as long as the regressors are independent of E. 

In a simultaneous equations model where the equations are estimated 

by 2SLS , the Aitchison- Silvey test is still applicable with unchanged 

asymptotic justification. 'Ihe structural errors must be serially 

independent and the predicted variables must be either non- stochastic or 

be independent of the structura l errors. 

If the regressors include lagged dependent variables, one needs a 
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Central Limit Theorem for the dependent randan variables in order to 

establish the asymptotic distribution of the Aitchison- Si lvey statistic. 

Clearly, in this study, v 2 is unknown. The normality of E (or the 

lack thereof) determines whether the F-test or the Aitchison-Silvey test 

is appropriate. The E are assumed normal in this study. Other 

assumptions of the F- test are met by transforming the data to correct 

for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelated errors. Inference testing is 

performed on the transformed model . 

The F- test is used to test for equality of coefficients between 

time periods. The full model where all coefficients are allowed to 

differ between the two periods yields a sum of squared errors (sS7). 

The reduced model where a set of q coefficients ar e restricted to equal 

their period two values yields a sum of squared errors (SSER) . The F-

t est then is 

F c = 
ss7;cn- k) 

..........._ Fq, n-k , 0. 

where a. is the significance level and n-k is defined pr eviously. 

This study is interested in whether the seasonal dumny variabl e 

coefficients have changed between the two sample periods and whether the 

economic variable coefficients have changed also. A structural change 

hypothesis that the eleven non- economic seasonal durrny variable 

coeff icients have not changed between the two sample periods is tested 

first with an a. =.05. Given the result of this first test , the second 

hypothesis that the economic variable coefficients in the equation have 

not changed between the two sample periods is tested with a nominal 
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a. =.05. The significance level on the second hypothesis test is not 

strictly at the five percent level , however, since it is the second of 

the two hypotheses. This procedure is applied consistently to all 

equations that are estimated. 

Identification 

A system of simul taneous equations as in this study can be written 

as 

AYt + BXt = ut 

where Yt is the (Dxl) vect o r of current endogenous variables, Xt is the 

(Kxl) vector of predetermined variables , and ut is the (Dxl) vector of 

structural errors. The total number of endogenous variables in the 

model is D, and K is the total number of exogenous variables in the 

model . The coefficient matr ices A and Bare (DxD) and (DxK) , 

respecti vely. The model can alternati vely be written as 

Yt A- lBX + A- lu - t t 

= ext + vt 

Tnen C i s the source of information on the coefficients in A and B (see 

Johnston 1984) . 

It is likely that the ith structural equation of the model contains 

only a subset of the current endogenous and predetermined variables. 

There are likely excl usion restrictions which states that particular 

elements of A and B ar e zero. Gi ven these restrictions, a necessary 

condition for the identification of the i th equation can be formulated . 

Define d as the number of current endogenous variables in the ith 
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equation and k as the nunber of predetermined variables in the i th 

equation. Since the only restictions in this study ar e exclusion 

restric tions , the necessary condition for the ith equation t o be 

identified is 

(0 - d) + (K - k) > D - 1 

or 

K - k>d - 1 

In v.ords , the nunber of endogenous variables included in the equation 

less one must be less than or equal t o the nunber of predetermined 

variables excl uded from the equation. 
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CHAPTER 5 . DECOMPOSITION METHODS 

The three hypotheses of this study ar e tested with the econometric 

model described in Chapter 3. 'Ihe hypotheses are that 1) firms behaved 

as multipr oduc t f irms , 2) slope coeffi c i ent changes in the demand 

equations affected margins , and 3) structural change within the margin 

equations affected margins. The l ast two hypotheses of course requ ire 

that structura l change indeed occurred, the first in the danand 

equations , the second in the marg in equations. The structural change 

and therefore the impacts are hypothesized to have taken place between 

1977 and 1978. '!his chapter outlines how the three hypotheses are 

tested in this study. '!he total change in each margin is decomposed 

into various components that have affected the marg ins. 

The test of the multiproduct hypothesis i s straight forward . '!he 

multiproduct effect , noted in Holdren' s model of multiproduct retail 

firms , is introduced into the econometric model by specifying the margin 

on one meat as a function of the margin on the other meat. '!he test of 

this hypothesis then is simply a test of the significance of the 

particular regression coeffici ent in each margin equation. 'Any change 

in the coefficient from one sample period t o the other can be considered 

with other str uctural change in the margin equations . 

The Holdren demand impac t and the impact that structural change in 

t he marg in equations had on levels of margins are tested much the 

same. Tests of these two hypotheses first require tests of structural 

change in the demand equations and the marg in equations. Tests of 
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structural change ar e tests of equa li ty of selected coefficients . 'lhe 

procedure for t esting for structural change is outlined in the 

Statistical Methods Olapter . Identifying structural change is the first 

step in isolating the impac t on margins. 'lhe next step is decomposing 

the margins into components of change. 'lhe decomposition is necessary 

since simply identifying structural change does not indicate the 

magnitude of the affect on the retail prices or the margins. 'lhis 

magnitude depends on the values of the variables to which the 

coeffici ents are attached . 'lhe decanposition is the main t opic of this 

chapter . 

Static !'bdel Decanpositions 

With a simple decompositi on , one can identify the amount of the 

c hange in a marg in from sample period one (January , 1968 through 

December , 1977) to sample period two (January, 1978 thr ough June, 1984) 

that is due to a change in a coefficient or a subset of coeffic ients in 

the demand equations or the margin equations. A special property of the 

econometric mcdel al lows this decomosi tion. The mcdel is block 

r ecursive in the two retail prices. Retail prices affect margins but 

are not themsel ves a function of the marg ins. Ther e fore , t he demands 

can be estimated seperately from the remaining equations of the mcdel. 

The reduced form then in a particular marg in is a funct i on of retai l 

prices and exogenous var i ables . Coeffi c ient changes that affect retail 

prices affect the margins. 
"' Consider a simple decornposition where yirn = b.x . and y . and x. 

1 lffi im lffi 
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" are vectors of means for period i and calendar month m, and b. is a 
1 

coefficient matrix for period i . 'Ihe change in y from period 1 to m 

period 2 can be exact l y deccmposed as fol lows : 
..... " ... 

s. i. (y2m - ylm) = (b2 - b1>xlm + b1 (x2m - xlm> 
... "' 

+ (b2 - b1) (x2m - xlm> 

In other words, the change in ym can be decomposed into 1) the change 

due to changing coefficients , 2) the change due to changing means of xlm 
and 3) the change due t o the interac tion of the first tv.u. 'Ihis simple 

decomposition can be used to identify the effect on retail prices of 

demand coefficient changes and the e ffect of these retail price changes 

on marg ins. 'Ihis same general decanposi tion can also be used to 

identify the impac t on margins of chang ing margin coeffi cients. Of 

course numerous other decompositions ar e possible with this t echnique . 

This general decomposition is applied to both the static and the 

dynamic versions of the model . Although the details of the application 

differ between the two versions , the inte rpretation is much the same. 

First , the general decomposition is applied to the static version, then 

ways of applying the decomposition to the dynamic version are outlined. 

Since the model is block recursi ve, the static econometric model 

can be written as 

AMt = czt + FPt + ut 
- 1 Dt = Tr t pt = BQt +et 

wher e , for Form I , 
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F = 

1 

0 

0 0 

0 

1 

0 1 

20t 

RQBt 

Qt = RQPt 

Dit 

zlt 

22t 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 

47 

0 

1 

MBt 

Mt = MPt 

fVBt 

F VPt 

z = t 

7Tt = CPit (a scalar) , and ut and et are vect ors of randan errors . The 

aijs and bijs are regression coeffi cients. Al l other variables are as 

defined in the economic model with the exception of z0t which equa l s 1 to 
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bring in the intercept. 'Ihe reduced form in the two margins and the two 

farm values is 
A 1 A A- l A 

Mt = A- (CZt + FPt) + A ut 

and the reduced form in nominal reta il prices is 
... "" 

pt = TTtBQt + TTtet 

The notation used here applies equally wel 1 to Form II of the model. 

The only difference is the size of the matrices. 'Ihis application of 

the decanposition is the same for both Form I and Form II of the model. 

The methods used to estimate the model a r e described in the 

Statistical Methods Qiapter . Once estimated , however , one knows that 

5 . 2. - ""-1 "" -M. = A. (C . z. + FP
1
.m) 

lm l 1 lffi 

in period i (i = 1 , 2) for s ome calendar month m (rn = 1 , •.. , 12) if the 

mean of the residuals for month m in sample period i equals zer o. -M. 
lID 

is the vector of mean margins and farm val ues in sample period i and 

calendar month m. Similarly, z. and p. are vec tors of mean exogenous 
im im 

variables and nominal prices, respectively, in sample period i and 
... "' calendar month m. Coeff i c ient matrices Ai and Ci are now the estimated 

matrices for sample period i . Similarly, 

"'-5. 3. P. = B.1TQ. 
im 1 1m 

where 1T Qim is the mean of the product in sampl e period i and calendar 

month m. 'Ihis assumes the r esidual mean for month m in sample period i 

is zero . 

Applying the general decornposi tion technique , 
- --. ""'- A 

5. 4. (P2m - Plrn) = (B2 - Bl) 7T Qlrn + Bl (TT Q2m -7TQ1.rn) 
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..... "' 
+ (B2 - Bl) (1rQ2rn - 1rQlm) 

The total change in the monthly mean retai 1 prices from period 1 to 

period 2 is the sum of three components. '!he first component on the 

right hand side is the change in the means of retail prices due to a 

change in the demand coefficients only. '!he second component is the 

change due to a change in the mean of the exogenous variables given that 

the coefficients remain unchanged . Finally, the third component is t he 

i nter acti on of the first two sources of change. 

Using the first component in equation (5.4) and al lowi ng only 

certain coefficients within B to change, one can identi fy the change in 

the monthly mean retail prices due to those selected coef ficient 

changes. By decomposing the margin and fa rm value changes i n t he same 

way and setting selected elements of 7T Q2rn - TT Qlm = 0, one can 

identify the impact on monthly mean margins from a change in a subset of 

demand coefficients. 

One can decompose the change in the monthly mean marg i ns and farm 

values int o 

(M2rn 

where 

S. S. - * - "-1"' ""-1 " - CA21F "-1 -(M2m Mlm) = (A2 C2 Al Cl) Zlm + - A1 F)Plm 
- ** "-1.... - " -1 -

Plm) S. 6. (M2m Mlm) = Al Cl (Z2rn Zlm) + Al F(P2rn 
-*** -

(;;
1s -Ai1s) (~rn - ;rn) S. 7. (~m - ~) = 

A 1 A 1 - -
+ (A2 F - Ai F) (P2m - Pim) 

The inter pretati on is much the same as for the retail pr ice 

decomposition. Equati on (S. S) is the change in monthly mean margins and 
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farm values due t o the change in the coefficients in A and Conly. 

F.quation (5. 6) is the change due to a change in the means of the 

exogenous variab les and reta il prices, Zand P respectively, given the 

coefficients remain unchanged . 'Ihe third equati on, (5. 7) , is the 

interaction of the f irst two components and is calculated as a r esidual 

i n this study. 
-** By altering equation (5.6) , (M2m - Mlro) can yield the change in 

monthly mean margins due to a change in a subset of demand coeffi cients. 

Simply set the change in monthly mean exogenous variables , Z , equa l to 

zero and substitute the change in monthly mean retail prices due to the 

change in a subset of demand coefficients in for (P2m - Plro) . In this 

way, the effects of actual demand coeffi c ient changes on margins can be 

isolated . 

The decomposition outlined here can be used for testing more than 

just the Holdren demand impac t . 'Ihis decanposi tion can also be used to 

isolate the impact on margins due to struc tural change within the margin 

equations. Equation (5.5) is the impact on monthly mean margins 

allowing all marg in coefficients to change but keeping monthly means of 

exogenous variables and re t ail prices constant. One can also allow just 

a subset of margin coeffi c i ents to change in equation (5. 5) and find the 

impact on margins from this subset. The e ffects of indi vidual margin 

coeffi cients are not additi ve , hoYJever , as they 3re with demand 

coefficients. Tnis is the case since indi vidual coefficient changes 

within the A matrix affect all elements of ~-1• Tnerefor e the effects 
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" of coeffi cient changes within A on marg in levels can not be examined 

indiv idually. 

The decomposition of the static econometric mooel then can be used 

to isolate the impacts on margins due to actual changes in selected 

demand coefficients. Tue decomposi t i on is a l so used to isolat e the 

impact on margins f rom structural change that is hypothesized t o ha ve 

t aken place in the beef and pork market ing sector. 

Dynamic Model Decompositions 

The demand and margin structural change effects can a lso be 

isolated with the dynamic version of the model. Tue dynamic rnooel can 

be written with much the same notati on as wi th the stati c version. 

AMt = GMt-1 + czt + FPt + ut 
- 1 Dt = TT t pt = BQt + et 

The vector Mt- l contains the variables of Mt but lagged one month. G is 

a matrix of coeffic ients. The demand equations change little since the 

addition of lagged exogenous variables (quantities ) merely incr eases the 

size of Band Qt. Although similar notation is used , elements of the 

coeffic ient matrices ar e not the same for the static version and the 

dynamic version. 

The reduced form in marg ins and farm and wholesale values of the 

dynamic version is 

5.8 . - 1 -1 -1 M. t =A. G. M.t 1 +A . c . z . t +A . FP.t 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 

and the reduced form in nominal retail prices is (again) 

p . t = TT· t 8 . Q. t 1 1 1 1 
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fo r sample period i ( i = 1, 2) a nd time period t (i n months) . 

There are several ways to apply the general decanposi tion to the 

dynamic model , but only two are cons ide red in this study. For one 

appl i cation to the dynamic mc:xJel , define M10 as the vect o r of annual 

means of the endogenous variables in the first year in sample period one 

and M20 as the vector of annual means of endogenous variabl e s in the 

last year of sample period one . M10 and M20 a r e initial conditions of 

t he model . Let Zi be the sample period i means of the Z's and i\ be the 

sample period i means of the P's . '!hen define 

5. 9. ""-1" t -= (A.G.) M.(J 
l l l 'll 

t-1 "-1" s "-1" -+ '°' n((A. G.) (A. C.) ]Z. 
~ S='ll l l l l l 

-fo r i = 1,2 and t =l , •.• , T (where T could equal , s ay , 50) . Mit the n is 

t he time path the endogenous variables fol low gi ven the initia l 

conditions Mi 0, and given that zit and Pit remain at t heir sample period 

means , zi and i\ , respecti vely. Applying the gener al decanposi tion then 

yields 

whe r e 

5. 10 . 

5 . 11 . 
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5. 12 . 

Modifying equation (5. 11) yields the change in the time path of the 

endogenous variables given that only the means of nominal retai l prices 
- - -have changed-- simply set M20 = M10 and z2 = z1 . 'Ihen , to break this 

total retail price (or demand) effect into effects of subsets of 
- * - -coefficients , simply substitute in the value (P2 - P1) for (P2 - P1) i~ 

equation (5.11) . - * Define P2 as the mean of retai 1 prices given that only 

a subset of coeffic ients have changed between the two i;ieriods. 'Ihe 

impact on margins of a change in a subset of demand coefficients can be 

isolated with the dynamic model. 

Computation of the impact on margins of structural change in the 

margin equations is also possible. .Equation (5. 10) is the impact on 

margins with a change in all margin equation coefficients. Again, the 

effects of individual margin equation coefficients are not additive as 

they are for demand coefficients. 

A second way of isolating demand and structural change effects in 

the dynamic version is also considered in this study. '!his 

decanoposition uses ac tua l intial conditions and actual exogenous 

variables instead of their means. It is essentially a sample i;ieriod 

forecast . Notation changes only slightly. Now M10 is the values of 

endogenous variables in the last month before sample i;ier iod one and M20 
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is the values in the last month in sample period one. The exogenous 

variables are the actual sample period values , Zit and Pit (for i=l ,2 

and t , the months). Applying the general decornposi tion here yields 

where 

5 . 13. 

5. 14 . 

5 . 15. 

The interpretation of these three components is similar to that of the 

other dynamic decornposi tion. 

The impact on margins from structural change in the margin 

equations is found in equation (5.13) . The effect of selected margin 

coefficient changes can be isolated but again these effects are not 

additive . 

The dynamic ecbnometric model then can also be used to isolate the 

effect of demand coefficient changes and margin equat i on coefficient 

changes on margins. 'IWo ways of applying the general decanposition to 
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the dynamic mooel are outlined above. 'Ihe dynamic mooel yields 

meaningful results if the system of equations are stable. Dynamic 

stability is discussed in the next section of this chapter . 

Dynamics and Stability 

F.quation (5. 8) of the Decomposition Chapter r epresents the dynamic 

version of the mooel in matrix notation. If A- l exists, then 

Mt = A- lGMt-1 + A- 1czt + A-1FPt + A-1ut 

or 

Mt = BMt- 1 + KXt + et 

where , f or simplicity, the sample period subscr ipts are left off. For 

the next period , 

Mt+l = BMt + KXt+l + et+l 

By recursi ve substitution, the general solution is 

Mt = BtM + ~ t - lasKX + ~ t-~se 
0 '-' s=0'"' t-s '-' s=((J t - s 

wher e M0 is the vect or of initial values of the endogenous variables. 

Note that if the deterministic system of equations , which sets et =0, is 

stable , the system is stochastically stable also . 

To chec k f or stability in this system of equations , redefine the 

equati on as (see Ladd l ecture notes) . 

Mt = BMt- 1 + N0 

wher e N0 is a vector of constants representing the effect of the initial 

conditions of the exogenous vari ables. 'Ihe coefficient matrix B is 

assumed to have distinct characteristic roo t s Ai . 'Ihe coefficient 

matrix can be diagonalized as 
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giving 

where v is the matrix of column characteristic vectors of B and L is the 

diagonalized matrix of characteristic roots of B satisfying BV = VL. 

The general solution then is 

Mt= BtM0 + (I - Bt) (I - B)-lN0 
where M0 is again the vector of initial values of the endogenous 

variables and Bt = VLtv- 1 . 

If all of the characteristic roots of Bare less than one in 

absolute value , then Lt approaches~ as t aproaches infinity and Bt al so 

approaches ! as t aproaches infinity. Tne system of equations is then 

deterministically and stochastically stable and 

lim Mt= (I - B)-1N0 = M* 
t~ co 

In other words , g i ven some initial conditions N0 and M0, the vector of 

* endogenous variables , Mt ' converges on the constant vector M • 

Characteristic roots greate r than one in absolute value imply the system 

* of equations is unstable and that Mt does not converge to M . 

In this study, charac t e ristic roots are calculated for four 

matrices since ther e are two forms of the model , Form I and Form II, and 

two sample periods. 
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CHAPI'ER 6. DATA SOURCES AND DESCRIPTIONS 

'Ihe retail prices of beef (PB) and pork (PP) that are used in this 

study are average- for-the- month retail prices paid by consumers. The 

averages are calculated from survey data and are adjusted by the USDA 

for the effect of meat specials. Both price series are in cents per 

retai 1 pound. 

The net farm value of e ither beef (FVB) or pork (FVP) is equal t o 

gross farm value less a byproduct allowance. Gross farm value is a 

weighted average farm-gate price multiplied by a factor t o yield a price 

in retail pounds. The net carcass value of beef (WVB) is calculated as 

the gross carcass val ue less the carcass byproduct allowance. In this 

study, the carcass level i s refered to as the wholesale level for beef. 

The net carcass value is also in cents per retai l pound. The wholesale 

val ue for pork (WVP) is calculated as an average wholesale pork price 

multiplied by a factor to yield a price in retail pounds. 

Marketing margins , or price spreads , are the difference between 

prices at different marketing levels. The farm-retail margin (FRMB and 

FRMP) is retail price less net farm value. 'Ihe farm- wholesale margin 

(EWMB and EWMP) is wholesa le value less net farm value. The wholesale-

retail margin (WRMB and WRMP) is r etail price less wholesale value. 

Retai 1 price , farm and wholesale value, byproduct allowance , and 

margin data are published by USDA. Data for O::tober , 1980 through June, 

1984 ar e found in the Li vestock and Poultry Outlook and Situation Report 

(USDA 1983c- 1984c). Data for January, 1976 through September , 1980 are 
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f ound in Livestock and Meat Situation (USDA 1976a-1980a) and rev ised 
~~~~- -~ ~~ 

data for January, 1968 through December, 1975 are available f r om USDA 

upon request. 

There may be data quality concerns with the retai l price, farm and 

wholesale value , byproduct , and margin data . Some specific issues 

concerning the data quality have been discussed in previous studies. 

The calculation of some of these variables has changed within the sample 

period and the USDA has updated the historical series. There were 

changes in the method of calculation of some variables in 1969 and 1978 

(USDA 1978a). The biggest change in 1978 was in t he live and who lesale 

conversion factors that are used to convert quantities to retail weight. 

The changes were made to reflect the changes in both industry practices 

and animal type. The industry has changed some trirrming procedures and 

t ends t o sell more boneless , retail cuts than has been the case i n the 

past . DJ.ring the 1970s , animals slaughtered have t ended t o be meatier 

also . 

The adjustment for the affect t hat specialing meat has on the 

average retail price of that meat was changed in 1978 also. The 

previous study of the effect of special ing on price was a 1967 study. 

The source of live catt le prices and re ta il prices has changed also 

due to the discontinuation of certa in price surveys in the late 1970s. 

Furthermor e , the calculation of some of the val ues has changed. 

Other studies raise concern about other issues of data quality. 

Parham and Duewer (USDA Report No. AGESS8012215 1980f) investigated 

whether price spreads should be calculated as the difference in prices 
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at two levels in the marketing channel at the same point in time. 'I.he 

concern was that it takes between two and four weeks for meat to move 

through the processing stage . Parham and Duewer found that somewhat 

less variable price spr eads r esulted when there was a two-week lag 

between the retail and farm level s for beef and a four -wee k lag between 

the re tail and farm levels for pork. Additional concerns were addressed 

in a study f or the American Agricultural Economics Association 

{Barrowman e t al ., 1976) . 

Some measures of processor and r etailer costs are needed in the 

margin equations . A USDA Technical Bulletin {USDA No. 1633 1980e) 

ident ified the rela ti ve importance of various inputs in the USDA 

Marketing Cost Index . Wages and salaries at 38.8 percent was by far the 

largest cost followed by transportation cost at 9.9 percent. Fuel and 

power accounted for about 7. 9 percent. Consist ent time se ries for many 

of the costs for the entire sample period are unavailable. 'Iherefore , 

the Producer Price Index {PPI) for Intermediate materials is used to 

represent non- labor costs of processors. 'I.he PPI is found in the 

Monthly Labor Review {USDL 1968- 1985) . 'I.he entire series is converted 

to the base 1967=100. Two wage rates are used in this study. Average 

hour l y earnings for meat packing plants is used as the labor cost 

variable for packers . Average hour ly earnings for food stores is used 

as the labor cost variable f or retailers. Both wage rates are found in 

Employment and Earnings {USOC 1968c-1985c) . 

The two wage rates and the PPI are combined in various proportions 
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to yield three simple cost indexes. The two wage rates are converted to 

indexes with base 1967=100. The ratio of 100 over the 1967 mean of the 

wage rate is multiplied by the wage rate series in the sample period to 

give the index. The ratio for the meat packing plant wage rate is 30.9 

and the ratio for the food store wage rate is 44.78. The meat packing 

plant wage rate index is denoted MFWRI and the food store wage r ate 

i ndex is denoted FSWRI. The three cost indexes then weight the two wage 

rate indexes and the PPI as 

Cil = 0. 2S*MEWRI + 0. 25*FSWRI + 0. 50*PPI 

CI2 = 0. 50*MFWRI + 0. 50*PPI 

CI3 = 0. 50*FSWRI + 0. 50*PPI 

Cost index Cil is used in the farm-retail margins while CI2 and CI3 are 

used in the farm-wholesale margins and wholesal e-reta i l margins , 

respectively. 

Monthly data on quantity of beef and pork consumed by the c i v ilian 

population in million pounds are published by the USDA up through 

February, 1982. After that time, only quarterly consumption data are 

available. Civilian consumption plus military takings can be calculated 

from the identity: corrmercial production less the change in inventory, 

plus imports , less exports and shii;::ments. TI"lerefore , the quanti ty 

consumed in this study is civ i lian consumption plus military takings. 

An additional problem is caused by the lack of monthly data on the 

production and the change in inventories for the period March , 1982 

through December , 1982. Q.Jarterly data is available and is used to 

estimate missing data. 
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The pattern in federally inspected slaughter of the particular meat 

is used to estimate monthly production from quarterly data for April, 

1982 through December , 1982. Weekly slaughter figures are surrrned to 

give monthly and quarterly slaughter figures. Then the proportion that 

slaughter in month i of quarter j is of slaughter i n quarter j is 

assumed to be the same proportion that production in month i quarter j 

is of production in quarter j. 

The missing monthly beginning and ending inventory figures for 

April , 1982 through December , 1982 are esti mated by using a rough 

typical pattern of inventory changes. 'I}'pical patterns are from 1978 

through 1984 data of inventory changes. Estimated monthly inventory 

changes are calculated to sum to the published quarterly inventory 

change . 

Monthly shipuents of beef and pork for April and May, 1982 are 

missing also. Since the second quarter figure and the June figure are 

a vailable, the difference is simply split in two t o give estimates for 

April and May, 1982. 

Beef and pork c i vilian consumption and military takings data are 

publ ished in Livestock and Meat Situation (USDA 1969a- 1980a) for 

January, 1968 through June , 1980 and in Li vestock and Meat Outlook and 

Situation (USDA 198ld- 1982d) for July, 1980 through February, 1982. All 

other quarterly data for the period after February is publ ished in 

Livestock and Poultry Outlook and Situation (USDA 198lb-1983b) . 

Percapita consumption is used in the demand equations. The 
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population data ar e c i v i l i an population. 'Ihe population data are 

publ i shed in Current Population Reports (USCX::: 1968d- 1985d) . 'Ihe per 

capita quantity of beef and pork ar e denoted QB and QP, respecti vely. 

The income variable tha t is used in the consume r demand equations 

is rea l per capi ta disposable personal income (RY) . Disposable personal 

income for January, 1968 through Cctober , 1979 is available from the 

November , 1979 issue of Sur vey of Current Business (USCX::: 1979b) . For 

the remainder of the sample period , disposable personal income is found 

in various issues of Survey of Current Business (USCX::: 1979b- 1985b) . 

Disposable personal income is di v ided by both the civil i an population 

and the Consumer Price Index to yield the income variable that is used 

in this study. 'Ihe Consumer Price Index for all items (1967=100) fo r 

1968 through 1981 is available from the May, 1982 i ssue of Business 

Conditions Digest (USCX::: 1982a) . More current data are found in various 

issues of Business Conditions Digest (USCX::: 1982a- 1985a) . 

In order t o account for unusua l pr ice behavior dur ing the beef 

price cei lings imposed in 1973, a durrrny var iable , PR73, is used . '!his 

variable equals one for the months March through September of 1973, 

which are the months the price ceilings are in effect. '!he variable 

PR73 equals ze ro for all other months. 

If indeed the measurement error in some of these var iables is 

large , the coefficients estimated from Ord inary Least Squares ar e 

inconsi stent. To formalize this (Johnston 1984, p. 428) , suppose the 

true equation is 

y=~+u 
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wher e x is the true but unobserved matrix of explanat ory var iables. Let 

z = x + v be the obser ved matrix of explanatory variables whe r e V is the 

matrix of measurement errors. '!hen 

y = ZB + (u - VB) 

and 

~ = B + (Z'Z) - lZ' (U - VB) 

Given the two conditions 1) the measurement errors are uncorrelated in 

the 1 imi t with the true values , x, and 2) the disturbance, u, pl us any 

measurement error in y is uncorrelated in the l imit with X and v, then 

t he Ord inary Least Squares estimate of B is inconsistent. '!he estimate 

is inconsistent since the matrix Z is correlated with (u - VB) . 
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CHAPTER 7 . FSTIMATED DEMAND EQUATIONS 

The procedures that are described in the Statistical Methods 01apter 

were used to estimate the model outlined in the Model Formulation 

Chapter . Both Form I , which included farm and reta il levels , and Form 

II , which included farm , wholesale, and retail levels , were estimated. 

In addition , a static and a dynamic version of both model f orms were 

estimated. 'nle estimated demand equations and tests for structural 

change are presented in this chapter . 'nle margin equations are 

presented in the fol lowing chapter. 

The static demand equations contain only current period variables 

and a linear income specificati on, all of which are considered 

exogenous . 'Ihe dynamic demand equations contain both current and lagged 

variabl es . Alternative income specifications are also investigated in 

the dynamic demand equations. Only exogenous variables are lagged in 

t he dynamic demand equations so the equations are still essentia lly 

static. 'nlis study identifies the second set of demand equations as 

dynamic for ease of reference. 

Beef Demand Equations 

Static beef demand equation 

The static beef demand equation contains the current percapita 

quantities of beef (QB) and pork (QP) , real (per capita) disposable 

income (RY) , and 11 seasonal durrrny variables. In addition, a durrmy 

variable (PR73) that equals one for March , 1973 through September, 1973 

and zero otherwise is included to account for price distortions due to 
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the beef pr ice ceilings of that time. Tne resul ts are surrrnarized in 

Table 7.1 and Table 7. 2. 

The static beef demand equation required corrections for both 

autocorrelated errors and heter oscedastic ity. Tne Generalized Least 

Squares procedures that are outlined in the Statistical Methods Olapter 

were followed . After the first sample period data were corrected for 

autocorrelated errors, a plot of the residua l s by time indicated the 

possible presence of heteroscedastic errors. Tne scatte r of residuals 

in the second half of sample period one appeared to be greater than in 

the first half. Tne first period data were then split at the end of 

1972. 

The autocorrelation coeffi c i ents Plj ' j=l, 2, (where the estimate 

is from the jth half of sampl e period one) are presented in Table 7.1. 

Both Ps were significant at the five percent level so the data in each 

half were corrected for autocorrelated errors. 'Ihe estimates of error 

Varl. ances 2 d 2 (wh 2 · h · f th ·th h 1 f f s 11 an s12 ere s 1j is t e est imate rorn e J a o 

sample period one) are presented in Table 7.1. Tne F-test of the null 

hypothesis that there was no structural change in var iance within the 

first period (see Olapte r 4) is presented as Fcl in Table 7.1 along with 

the scalar by which the data in the second half of sample period one 

were divided , (w12)112• Tnere was a significant difference in the 

variances between the first and second halves of the first sample 

period. 

The same procedure was then used to calculate the test of the nul 1 
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Table 7.1. Results of tests for autocorrelated errors , 
heteroscedasticity, and structural change in the demand 
equations 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Static 

Statistic beef demand 
Dynamic 

beef demand 
Static 

pork demand 
Dynamic 

pork demand 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Pi1 0. 81** 0. 86** 0.12 0. 42** 

P12 0. 51** 0.63** 0. 56** 0. 44** 

2 
sll 1.913 2. 086 3.222 1.482 

2 
sl2 9. 548 11. 601 13. 698 13 . 146 

F cl 4. 991** 5. 561** 4.251** 8. 870** 

(w )1/2 
12 2. 234 2. 358 2. 062 2. 978 

Pi 0. 87** 0. 94** 0. 81** 0. 83** 

s2 
1 1. 548 1.494 2. 172 1. 234 

s2 
2 2. 739 2. 372 1 . 517 1. 294 

F c2 1. 769** 1. 588** 1. 432 1. 049 

(w ) 1/2 
2 1. 330 1. 260 

Fc3 0.825 0. 839 0. 583 1. 109 

F c4 1. 448 0. 332 3. 508** 6. 606** 
--------------------------------------------------------------------

** a < . 05 . 

hypothesi s that there was no significant difference in the variances of 

sample periods one and two. The autocorrelation coefficien t for period 

two was significant at the a. =.05 level so the sample period two data 

were corrected for autocorrelated errors. '!hen the F- test for 

differences in var i ances , where the sf is the estimated error variance 

f or sample period i is presented in Table 7.1 as Fc2 along with the 

scalar by which the second sample period data were divided. 
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Table 7 . 2. Estimated static and dynamic beef denand equations 
--------------------------------------------------------------

Variables 

Inte r cept 

QB 

QP 

LQB 

RY 

RYS 

PR73 

Seasonal a 

Static 

Periods 1 and 2 

74. 453** 
(7 . 63) 

- 0 . 674** 
(-2. 52) 

0.318 
( 0 . 79) 

6.289** 
(1. 99) 

4. 057** 
(2. 07) 

yes 

1. 95 

Dynamic 

Period 1 

66 . 387** 
(6. 07) 

Period 2 

- 1160. 46** 
(-2. 21) 

- 0.853** 
(- 4. 08) 

- 0 . 417** 
(- 2. 03) 

11. 612** 
(3 . 27) 

754 . 168** 
(2 . 20) 

- 112.896** 
(- 2.41) 

3. 990** 
(1. 96) 

yes 

1. 90 

aSeasonal dumny var i ables included . 

b b' d . . Dur in-Watson -stat1st1c . 

**a. < . 05 . 

Tests for structural change v.iere conducted on the full model , whi ch 

al lowed all coeffic ients to differ between the two sample periods. '!he 

first hypothesis that was tested had the null hypothesis that the 11 

seasonal coefficients remained unchanged between the two sample periods ; 

see Fc3• 'Ibis null hypothesis was not r ejected at the five percent 

level and the 11 r estr ictions were imposed. A second hypothesis was 
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tested and al though the nominal significance level a. was set at 0.05, 

the actual significance level was higher. 'Ihis was the case since the 

second test depended on the results of the fir st test . 'Ihe second test 

tested whether the coefficients on the economic variables had changed 

between the two sample periods g i ven that the seasonal pattern had 

remained unchangeCl ; see F c4• 'Ihis nul 1 hypothesis was also not rejected 

at a. =.05 . 

Since no structural change in the coefficients is identified , 

period one and period two coefficients are the same. 'Ihe coefficients 

are entered in Table 7.2 under the heading 'Periods 1 and 2'. 'Ihe t -

r atios are in parentheses beneath the coefficients. 'Ihis beef demand 

equation has seasonal durrmy variables , as is indicated in the table, but 

their coefficients are not included in this table. 'Ihese coefficients 

are , however , included in the Appendix. 

The CW in Table 7.2 is the Durbin-Watson d- statistic (see Olapter 

4). 'Ihe a - statistic here i s greater than the published upper bound 

equal to 1.836 with 15 variables , a. =.05, and sample si ze 198. 

Therefore, this study failed to reject the null hypothesis of no 

autocorrelation in the error s . 

Only one nondurrmy variable was nonsignificant at the a. =.05 level 

of significance and that was the per capita pork quantity. 'Ihe 

expectation was that the quantity of pork conslineCl would influence the 

price of beef. A possible explanation is that multicollinearity among 

the variables in the equation masked the true coeffici ent value and/ or 
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the significance of the estimate. 

The price restriction durrmy variable was positi ve and significant. 

This indicated that the real price of beef was higher during those 

months than would ha ve been predicted by the quantity and income levels 

and the seasonal pattern. 

The income coefficient was positive and significant. In the full 

model (not presented here) , where no coeffic ients were restricted to be 

equal in the two periods , the first period income coefficient was 

positive and significant while the second period income coefficient was 

negati ve and nonsignificant. One possible explanation was that the 

incc:me specification was incorrect. 'Ihe linear incane specification 

forced the price response to incane changes to be constant over the 

range of incc:me levels in the two sample periods. It was possible that 

either a lagged or a nonlinear incane variable would provide better 

results. 'Ihis possibility was investigated for the dynamic beef demand 

equation . 

Dynamic beef demand equation 

In addition to the lagged quantities in the dynamic beef demand 

equation, an alternative income specification was also inc l uded. Since 

the addition of a lagged incane variable proved to be nonsignificant , a 

squared income variable was added. 'Ihe coefficient of the squared 

income variable in period one was nonsignificant at the a. =.05 level of 

significance and so a l i near income specification for sample period one 

was maintained. 'Ihe addition of the lagged quan t ities (LQB and LQP) and 

the squared income variable (RYS) did not alter the nonsignificance of 
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the current percapi ta quantity of pork. 'Ihe two lagged quantities were 

also nonsignificant. 'Ihe current and lagged pork quantities were 

dropped from the equation. 'Ihe dynamic beef demand equation was 

estimated with the current and lagged quantities of beef, the price 

ceiling durmy, the seasonal durmies , the real inccme level , and for 

period two , the square of real incane. Some results for this equation 

are presented in Table 7.1 and Table 7. 2. 

Corrections were made for both autocorrelated errors and 

heteroscedasticity fo r the fina l dynamic beef demand equation and for 

the preliminary equations that were used to arrive at the final 

equation. 1he Generalized Least Squares procedures of Chapter 4 were 

used . 'Ihe discussion that follows presents results for the final form 

of the dynamic beef demand equation. 

The first sample period data were split after 1972. Both halves 

were corrected for autocorrelated errors since the autocorrelation 

coefficients were both significant at a. =. 05. 'Ihe estimate of sij 

(j=l, 2) and the F-test for equality of variances between the two hal ves 

of the first sample period are presented in Table 7.1. 1his study 

re jected the null hypothesis that the variances in the two hal ves of 

sample period one were equal. '!he scalar by which the data in the 

second half of sample period one were divided is also presented in Table 

7 . 1. 

"" 
The P for sample period two was significant at the five percent 

level so sample period two data were corrected for autocorrelated 
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err ors. The test of the null hypothesis of equality of variances 

between period one and period two is presented in Table 7.1 along with 

the scalar by which the period two data were divided. 

Again, the transformed data were used to test for structural change 

in the coefficients. The full model allowed all coefficients t o differ 

between the two sample periods. The first structural change test 

conduct ed tested whether the seasonal coefficients ranained unchanged 

between the two sample periods. The nul 1 hypothesis was not rejected at 

the fi ve percent level . 

The second structural change test tested whether the coefficients. 

on the current and lagged quantities of beef had changed. The intercept 

and the coefficient on the level of real incane were a llowed to differ 

since the incane specification differed between the two periods. This 

nul 1 hypothesis was not rejected at a. =.05. Again , note that this 

second F-test was conducted with a nominal a. =.05. The two structural 

change F-ratios ar e presented in Table 7. 1. 

All nonbinary variables were significant at the Cl =.05 level of 

significance in Table 7. 2. Coefficients on seasonal durmies are not 

presented in this t able but are presented in the Appendix. 

The Durbin- Watson d- statistic was between the lower and the upper 

published bounds for 17 var iables, O. =.05, and sample size 198. The 

test was therefore inconclusive. No further transformations were 

performed, however. 

Figure 7. 1 presents the dynamic beef danand equation for sample 

period one and two in real - beef- price/real -incane space. Other 
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variables have been set t o the ir sample period means. The horizonta l 

length of each l ine represents the range of real income during that 

sample period. 'Ihe mean of real income in period one was $3 , 100 whi le 

the mean of real income in period two was $3, 340. 'Ihe plot for period 

two indicates that there are some values of real incc:me for which the 

r eal price re sponse to real income changes is negati ve. Increases in 

r ea l income over $3 , 340, which is the maximum of this parabola , tends t o 

decrease the real price of beef , holding all else constant. 

Extrapo lating the effect on the r eal price of beef from changes in real 

income differs markedly, depending on the inccxne specificati on. 

Projections of the real beef price using a linear income specification 

may t end t o be overstated. 

At a given l evel of r eal income , the real beef price predic ted fo r 

the two periods differs. This differ ence is r elated to coefficient 

changes and variable mean changes. 'Ihe denand decomposi t ions in Chapter 

10 break the change in the mean retail beef price into the indi v idual 

coeffi c ient and the indi vidual mean effects and the coef ficient/ var iabl e 

mean interaction. 'Iherefore, one can identify the ef fect that 

structura l change has played and the effect that changing variable means 

ha ve played in the total change in the beef price. 

Pork Demand Fquations 

Static pork demand equation 

The list of explanatory variables in the static pork denand 

equation was the same as for the sta tic beef demand equati on. 'Ihe 
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variables v.iere the current per capita quantities of beef and pork, the 

real per capita disposable incane, the price cei l ing durrrny variable, and 

the 11 seasonal durrrny var iables. '!he static pork denand equation is 

sumnarized in Table 7. 1 and Table 7.3. 

Corrections for autocorrelated errors were made in both sample 

periods for the static pork demand equation. Refer to 01apte r 4 for the 

Generali zed Least Squares procedure. A plot of the first period 

residua l s by time revea led possible heteroscedasticity. Just as for the 

beef demand equation, the data were split after 1972 and each hal f of 

the first period was estimated separately. '!he autocorrelation 

coeffic ient for the f irst half of sample period one was no t 

significantly diffe r ent from zer o and the autocorrelati on coefficient 

for the second ha l f was significantly differ ent from zero a t a. =.05. 

Therefore, the estimate si1 was from the untransformed f irst half data 

and the estimate si2 was from transformed da t a . '!he estimate s of the 
2 s1 j ' s were used t o test the null hypothesis that t he error variances in 

the two halves were equa l . '!he variances and the F- ratios are presented 

in Tab 1 e 7 .1. 

This study rej ected the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative 

tha t the variances were diffe r ent and the data in the second ha lf of 

sample period one were then di vided by the square root of w12• 

The second period data were corrected for autocorrelated errors 

since ~ =0.81 and was significant at a. =. 05. '!he F- ratio of the test 

of the nul l hypothesis that the variances of the two sample periods were 
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Table 7 . 3. E.stimated static and dynamic pork denand equations 

Static Dynamic 

Variables Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Intercept 44 . 050** 11. 291 61 . 227** - 1277 . 31** 

(4.39) (0 . 40) (6 . 35) (-3.18) 

QB 1. 027** 0 . 329 2 . 016** 0 . 690** 
(2 . 80) (1.12) (5 . 62) (2 . 47) 

QP - 2 . 103** -0.863** -4 . 332** -1. 876** 
(- 3 . 67) (- 1. 99) (-7 . 51) (-4 . 77) 

LQB 1. 487** 0 . 831** 
(3 . 76) (2 . 94) 

LQP -3 . 802** - 1. 812** 
(-7 . 04) (- 4 . 58) 

RY 8 . 112** 15 . 946* 5 . 912** 791. 395** 
(2 . 45) (1. 91) (1. 99) (3 . 30) 

RYS 0 - 116 .159** 
(- 3 . 25) 

PR73 4 . 284** 6 . 852** 
( 2 .19) (2 . 87) 

Seasonal a yes yes 

r# 1. 76 1.61 
3 Seasonal durmy variables included . 

b b" d . . Dur in- Watson - stat1st1c. 

* Q. < . 10 . 

** a. < . 05 . 
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equal is presented in Table 7.1. 'ltiis study failed to reject the null 

hypothesis that the variances were equal. 

The first hypothesis of structural change that was tested was that 

the coefficients on the seasonal dum:ny variables were unchanged between 

the two sample periods. This nul 1 hypothesis was not rejected and the 

11 restrictions were imposed. '!tie second nul 1 hypothesis tested was 

that the coefficients of the inte rcept , the percapita quantities, and 

the real income level were unchanged between the two sample periods. 

This study rejected this nul l hypothesis in favor of the alternative 

hypothesis that the set of coefficients differed between the two 

periods. Again this second test was conducted at nominal a. =.05. 

In Table 7.3, the t-ratios are in parentheses beneath the 

coefficients. Excluding the intercept and seasonal coefficients , two 

coefficients were indi vidually nonsignificant at the five percent level 

of significance: the period two beef quantity coefficient and the period 

two real income coefficient. Both quantity coefficients fell in 

absolute value between periods one and two, which indicated that a given 

c hange in percapita quantity of beef or pork had less impact on real 

pork price in period two than in period one. '!tie r eal income 

coeffi cient had nearly doubled between the two periods but the inte rcept 

coefficient declined by more than half. 

The Durbin-Watson d- statistic fell between the published lower and 

upper bounds fo r 18 variables , a. =.05, and sample size 198. Therefore, 

the Durbin-Watson test of no autocorrelation in the errors was 

inconclusi ve. No additional transformations were performed, however. 
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Dynamic pork demand equation 

The dynamic pork demand equation variables included the current and 

lagged percapita quantities of beef and pork, the price ceiling durrmy 

variable, and the 11 seasonal durnny variables. A nonlinear income 

specification was also included. 'Ihe large change in the static pork 

demand income coefficient accompanying the large decrease in the 

intercept of that equation may indicate the presence of a nonlinear 

income affect. n1e level as well as the square of real income were 

included in the dynamic por k demand equation. 

The coefficient of the square of real income was nonsignificant in 

the first sample period at the a =.05 level of significance and so was 

dropped. 'Ihe coefficient of the squared income variable was s ignificant 

in the second period and so was retained. No other variables needed to 

be dropped because of nonsignificance. 

The first sample period data were split after 1972. 'Ihe 

Generalized Least Squares procedures of Olapter 4 were fol lowed. Data 

in both halves of sample period one YJer e transformed to correct for 

autocorrelated erro rs since both autocor r elation coefficients were 

significant at a =.05. Pach half of the first period then yielded an 

estimate of the error variance for that half that was used to test for 

the presence of heteroscedastici ty. 'Ihe F- ratio for the nul 1 hypothesis 

of equal variances 'is presented in Table 7.1. 'Ihis study rejected the 

null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis that the 

variances differed. 'Ihe data in the second half of sample period one 
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were then divided by the scaler presented in Table 7.1. 

Data in sample per iod tv.u wer e transforrnerl by t he appr opriate T-

rnatrix of 01apter 4 since P2 was significant at Q. =.05. F.stirnates of 

the error variances for the tv.u sample periods using transformerl data 

were used to test the null hypothesis that the error variances of the 

tv.u sample periods are equal. '!his F-ratio is presented in Table 7.1. 

This study failed to rej ect the null hypothesis and pooled the period 

one and period two data without transforming the period two data for 

heteroscedastic ity. 

The first structural change test t ested whether the seasonal 

coefficients had remained unchanged between the tv.u sample periods. 

This study fa i 1 ed to re j ect the nu 11 hypothesis and imposed the 11 

restrictions. 'Ihe second test had the null hypothesis that the 

coefficients on the c urrent and laggerl per capita quantities of beef and 

pork had rernained unchangerl bet ween the t'WO periods. 'Ihis study 

r e jected this nul l hypothesis in favor of the al t ernati ve that there was 

structural change in the coefficients of these four variables. Both 

s tructural change F- ra tios are presented in Table 7.1. 

Al 1 nonseasonal coeffi c i ents wer e significant at the a. =.05 level 

of significance (refer to Table 7.3) . '!he absolute val ue of the 

coefficients on the current and lagged per capita quantities fell 

between the two sample periods. A given change in any of the per capita 

quantity variables had less impact on the real pork price in period two 

than in period one. 'Ihe coefficients on the current per capita 

quantities of beef and pork were all close to twice their val ues in the 
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static pork demand equation. '!he signs on the lagged per capita 

quantity coefficients had the same sign as the current per capi ta 

quantity coefficient f or both beef and pork. 'Ihe coefficients on the 

lagged per capita quantity variables were small er in absolute value than 

those of the c urrent quantity variables , except for the beef quantity i n 

pe riod two. 

The Durbin-Watson d-statistic fell between the published lower and 

upper bounds with 23 variables, a. =.05, and sample size 198. 'Ihe test 

of the nul l hypothesis that t her e were no autocor related errors then was 

inconclusi ve. tb additional transformations were used , however . 

Figure 7.2 plots the dynamic pork demand equation for per iod one 

and period two in real -pr ice/real-income space. All other variabl es are 

held at their sample period means. 'Ihe hor izontal length of each l ine 

is the range of real income for that period . 'Ihe mean real income in 

period one and period two was $3, 100 and $3, 340, r espec ti vely. '!his 

graph is very similar t o Figure 7.1 since the income specification is 

similar for the beef and pork dernand equations. 'Ihe response in r eal 

pork price in period one to a given change in r eal income is constant . 

For period two, however , this response depends on the level of r eal 

income . Inc reasing real income over $3 ,410 for period two t ends to 

decrease the real price of pork, hold ing all else constant. 

At a given level of real inccme , the differ ence between the rea l 

pork price predic ted for the t 'WO periods is rela ted to coefficient and 
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var iabl e mean changes. Decomposing this differ ence into its component 

parts is discussed in Olapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 8. ESTIMATED MARGIN EQUATIONS 

The margin equations were estimated by the procedures outlined in 

the Statistical Methods Cllapter. This chapter pr esents the estimated 

static and dynamic margin equations of both Form I and Form II. Tests 

for struc tural change are also presented. The margin equations are 

presented in the following order : farm-retail , wholesa le-reta i l , and 

farm-wholesale . 

Farm- Retail Beef Margin Equations 

Static farm-reta il beef margin equation 

The list of explana t ory variables in the static farm-retai l beef 

margin equation included the farm-retai l pork margin (FRMP), the farm 

value of beef (FVB) , and a cost index (Cil) . The coefficients on the 

seasonal dumny variabl es were , as a group, nonsigni fican t and so were 

no t incl uded. This is not to say that there was no seasonal pattern in 

this margin. Other explanatory variables in this equation produced what 

seasonal pattern there was in the data. The cost index variable that 

was used in this margin equation, Cil, included the producer price 

index, the meat packing wage rate index , and the food store wage rate 

i ndex. More detailed explanations of thi s variable are prov ided in the 

Data Sources and Descriptions Cllapter. The static fa rm-re t a il beef 

margin equa tion was estimated with the Autor egressive Two- Stage Least 

Squares (A2SLS) procedure out l ined in the Statistical Methods Cllapter. 

The results are presented in Tabl e 8.1 and Table 8. 2. 

An examination of the first and second sample period residuals 
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Table 8.1. Results of tests for autocorrelated errors , 
heteroscedasticity , and structural change in the farm-retail 
margin equations 

Statistic 

Pi 
P2 
s2 
1 
2 

s2 

F c2 
(w ) 1/2 

2 
F c3 

Fc4 

Static 
FRMB 

0.50** 

0.61** 

11. 856 

21 . 086 

1. 779** 

1 . 334 

0. 915 

Dynamic 
FRMB 

0.59** 

0. 51** 

9.371 

15. 649 

1.670** 

1. 292 

0. 854 

Static 
FRMP 

0. 64 ** 

0. 69** 

9. 935 

11. 935 

1. 201 

1. 645 

4. 195** 

Dynamic 
FRMP 

0. 48** 

0. 61** 

6. 555 

7 . 979 

1. 217 

0. 641 

2. 850** 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

** a. < . 05. 

revealed significant autocorrelation in the errors a t the a. =.05 (see 

Table 8.1) . Both sample periods were transformed to correct for the 

aut ocorrelation. An F- test was then conducted t o test the null 

hypothesis that the error variance of the two periods were equal (see 

Fc2). '!his study rejected the null hypothesis in fa vor of the 

al t e rnative hypothesis that the variances differ ed . '!he period two data 

were then divided by the scalar (w2)112. 

The nul 1 hypothesis of the structural change test was that the 

coeffi cients of the intercept , the farm-retail pork margin , the farm 

value of beef , and the cost index were unchanged between the two sample 

periods. 'Ihis study fai led to reject the null hypothesis (see Fc4) and 

imposed the four restrictions. 
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Table 8. 2. E.stimated static and dynamic farm- re tail beef margin 
equations 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Static Dynamic 

variable Periods l and 2 Periods 1 and 2 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Intercept 

FRMP 

FVB 

LFVB 

en 

Seasonal a 

-4 . 238** 
(-2 . 13) 

0. 277** 
( 3 . 34) 

0. 027 
(0 . 65) 

0. 253** 
(7 . 98) 

no 

1. 77 

aSeasonal durmy variables included . 

bDurbin-Watson d- statistic . 

** a < . 05 . 

-4.891** 
(-2 . 71) 

0.190** 
( 2 . 56) 

-0 . 564** 
(-6 . 30) 

0. 638** 
(7 . 08) 

0 . 260** 
(9 . 40) 

no 

1. 76 

Only one coefficient , the coefficient of the farm value of beef, 

was individually nonsignificant at the fi ve percent significance level 

(see Table 8. 2) . This coeffi cient measures the markup effect and was 

positive , as expected. Very l ittle confidence could be placed on the 

val ue of this coeffi c ient , however. The coefficient of the farm- r e t ail 

pork margin , the margin inte raction, was also I?OSitive. This was the 

expected sign from Holdren's model of multiproduct firms. The cost 

index coefficient was positive and significant , again as was expected 
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f r om theory. 

The Durbin- Watson d-statistic fell between the published lower and 

upper bounds with three var iables , Cl =.05 and sample size 198. The 

test of the null hypothesis that there was no autocorrelation in the 

errors was inconclusi ve. No additional transformations were conducted , 

however . 

Dynamic farm-retail beef margin equation 

The dynamic equation differed f rom the static version of the farm-

retail beef margin equation by the addition of the lagged farm value of 

beef (LFVB) . Again , there were no seasonal dUlllTly variables inc luded. 

The dynamic farm- retai l beef margin equation was estimated with 

Autoregressive Two-Stage Least Squares and the results are presented in 

Table 8. 1 and Table 8. 2. 

R.."'gressions in both sample periods had significant autocorrelation 

at O. =.05. cnce the data for both periods were corrected fo r 

autocorrelated errors, the F-test for equal error variances was 

conducted. 'Ihe estimated error variances and the F- ratio are presented 

in Table 8.1. 'Ihis study r e jected the null hypothesis at the f i ve 

percent level of significance. 'Ihe second period data were divided by 

the scalor (w2) 1/ 2. 

The structural change F- t est had the null hypothesis that the 

coefficients of the inter cept, the farm-retail pork margin , the cost 

index, and the current and lagged farm value of beef remained unchanged 

between the two sample per iods. This study failed to reject the null 

hypothesis and imposed the five restrictions. The dynamic farm-retail 
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beef margin equation is present ed in Table 8. 2. All coefficients were 

significant at the a. =.05 level and signs were as e xpected . 'Ihe 

margin interaction- - the farm- retail pork margin coefficient--was 

positive, as it was i n the static equation. 

The coefficient of the cost index was also positive, as it was in 

the static version of this equation. 'Ihe coefficient of the current 

farm value of beef changed sign. 'Ihe coefficient of the lagged farm 

value of beef was positive. An intuiti ve explanation of these two signs 

may be found in the hypothesi zed retail er behavior. In this study, 

retailers are expected t o have a dynamic response to farm value changes. 

In order to keep retail prices steady in the short-run , retailers absorb 

some of the increase in farm value , thus there is a negati ve coefficient 

of the current farm value. 'Ihe longer run response of retailers is t o 

increase the margin and thus let retail prices rise. 'Therefore, the 

coefficient of the lagged farm value is positive. 

The Durbin-Watson d-statistic fell between the lower and upper 

published bounds. 'Ihe test of the null hypothesis that the errors were 

not autocorrelated was inconclusive. However , no additional 

transformations were performed. 

Farm-Retail Pork Margin F.quations 

Static farm- retail pork margin equation 

Explanatory variables in the static farm-retail pork margin 

equation included the farm-retail beef margin (FRMB) , the farm value of 

pork (FVP) , a cost index , and 11 seasonal durrmy var i ables. 'Ihe cost 
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index variabl e that was used in this equation was the same index that 

was used in the two versions of the farm-reta i l beef margin equation. A 

preliminary static and the fina l stati c farm- retail pork margin 

equations are presented in Table 8.3. Other results of the fi nal static 

farm- r e t a il pork margin equation are presented in Tabl e 8.1. The farm-

re tail pork margin equations were estimated with A2SLS. 

Both sample periods for the preliminary static equat i on required 
" corrections for autocorrelated errors since p for period one and period 

two were 0. 59 and 0.62, r especti vely, and both were significant at the 

five percent l evel . The null hypothesis that the error variances of the 

two periods were equal was not r e j ec ted at the five percent level of 

significance. The test of the null hypothesis that the seasonal 

coefficients were unchanged between the two periods was not r ejected at 

the f i ve percent level of significance. '!he second structural change 

hypothesis t est that the other coefficients in the equation were 

unchanged was r ejected. The results of this equation are presented in 

Table 8.3 under the heading 'Pre liminary static'. '!he first period 

coefficient of the farm-retail beef marg in was nonsignificant at 

a. =.05. The coeffici ents of the farm value of pork were nonsignificant 

at a =.05 in both periods. The sign change between the two periods of 

the fa rm val ue coeffic ient was unexpected. It was difficult t o draw 

conclusions, since the coefficients were nonsignificant. However, one 

possible explanation was that the variable was pic king up some dynamic 

effects like those discussed for the dynamic farm- retail beef margin. 
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Table 8.3. Estimated static and dynamic farm-retail por k margin 
equa t ions 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Preliminary 

static Static Dynamic 

Variable Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 Per iod 1 Period 2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Intercept -1. 992 24.306** - 2 .102 

(- 0 . 58) (2 . 72) (- 0 . 58) 

FRMB 0 . 090 0 . 514** 0 . 065 
(0 . 60) ( 4 . 54) (0 . 43) 

FVP 0 . 033 - 0 . 078 
(0 . 59) (- 1. 06) 

LFVP 

Cil 0 . 276** 0 . 051 0 . 297** 
( 4 . 78) (1. 05) (5 . 35) 

Seasonal a yes 

otf 1. 73 

aSeasonal durmy variables included . 

bDurbin-Watson d-statistic . 

** a < • 05 . 

20 . 335** - 0 . 383 19 . 022** 
(2.14) (- 0 . 18) (2 . 71) 

0 . 510** 
(4 . 57) 

- 1. 013** - 0 . 866** 
(- 8 . 86) (- 9 . 52) 

l. 096 ** 0 . 871** 
(9 . 46) (9 . 99) 

0 . 046 0 .288** 0 . 225** 
(0 . 89) (13 . 94) (9 . 82) 

yes yes 

1.85 1. 58 

Another static farm-retail pork ~argin equation was estimated 

without the current farm value of pork. Both sample periods required 

corrections for autocorre lated errors with this new static margin 

equation also (see Table 8. 1) . 'Ihe test of the null hypothesis that 

the error variances of the two periods were equal is presented in Table 

8.1. 'Ihis study failed to reject the nul 1 hypothesis at the a. =.05 

level. 'Ihis study concluded that the error variances were equal and 

that no transformations of the data were necessary to corr ect for 
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hete roscedasticity. 

The first structural change test had the null hypothesis that the 

seasonal coefficients renained unchanged between the two sample periods 

(see Fc3). 'This study failed to reject the null hypothesis and imposed 

the 11 restrictions. 'Ihe second null hypothesis was that the 

coefficients of the i ntercept , the farm- r etail beef marg in and the cost 

index were unchanged between the two periods. 'This study rejected this 

null hypothesis. Again , this second test was conducted at a nominal 

fi ve percent significance l evel . 'Ihe actual significance level was 

higher because it was the second of two related hypotheses. 

The fina l static farm-retai 1 pork margin equation is presented in 

Table 8.3 under the heading ' static '. 'IWo nonseasonal coefficients were 

nonsignificant at the fi ve percent level : the fi rst per iod farm-retail 

beef margin coeffici ent and the second period cost index coefficient. 

The first period coeffic ient on the farm-reta i l beef margin was 

nonsignificant at a =.05 and diffe red widely from the period two 

coefficient. 'Ihe second coeffi c i ent on the cost inde x was 

nonsigni f i cant a t a =. 05 and differed widely from the period one 

coeff ic ient. 'Ihe degree of structural change may be overstated for 

these two variables but the changes appear to be offse tting . 

The Durbin-Watson ct- statistic was between t he lower and upper 

published bounds. 'Iherefore the test of the null hypothesis that there 

was no autocorrelation in the errors was inconclusive. However , no 

additional transformations of the data were performed. 
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Dynamic farm-retail por k margin equation 

The explanatory variables in the dynamic farm- retail pork marg in 

equation incl ooed the current and laggeCI farm value of pork (FVP and 

LFVP) , the cost i ndex , and the 11 seasonal dl.lITTlly var iables. 'Ihe 

coefficients on the farm- r etai l beef margin were both negati ve with the 

lagged farm val ue of pork in the equation. 'Ihe negative coeffi c i ents 

could be the result of multicollinearity among the variables. It could 

also be that a laggeCI r esponse to farm- retail beef margin changes that 

were similar to the lagged response to farm value of pork changes could 

explain the negative coefficients. Retailers may not respond to changes 

in the other margin in the current period but instead respond to changes 

one or mor e periods ago. 'Ihe farm- re tail beef margin variable was 

dropped from the dynamic farm- ret ail pork equation. 'Ihe dynamic farrn-

r e tail pork marg in equation was estimated with A2SLS and the results are 

presented in Table 8.1 and Table 8.3. 

Data from both sample periods were transformed to correct for 

autocorrelated errors since the autocorrelation coefficients for both 

sample periods were significant at a =.05. 'Ihe F- test of the null 

hypothesis that the err or variances of the two periods were equal is 

presented in Table 8.1 along with the error variances. This study 

failed to re ject the null hypothesis at the five percent significance 

level . 

'IWo F- tests v.ier e conducted for structural change. 'Ihe first F- test 

had the nul l hypothesis that the seasonal coeffic i ents remained 

unchangeCI between the two sample periods. 'Ihi s study fai l ed to reject 
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the null hypothesis at the five percent significance level . 'Il1e second 

of the two structural change hypothe ses had the null hypothesis that the 

coeffic ients of the inte rcept, the curr ent and lagged fa rm value of 

pork, and the cost index had al 1 renained unchanged between the two 

periods. 'Il1i s study r ejected the null hypothesis. This second test was 

conducted at the nominal fi ve percent level of significance. Both F-

ratios are presented in Table 8.1. 

The fina l dynamic farm-retail pork margin equation is presented in 

Table 8. 3. All of the nonbinar y coeffi cients were i ndi v idual l y 

significan t at the fi ve percent l evel . A lagged response t o farm value 

of pork changes that were similar t o that found in the dynamic farm-

r etai l beef margin equation was seen i n this equation. 'Il1e same 

interpretation can be given to the signs of the coefficients as for 

those of the dynamic farm-retail beef margin equation. 'Il1e Durbin-

Watson d-statistic was at the lower published bound. 'Il1e r efor e , the 

test of the null hypothesis tha t ther e was no autocorrelation in the 

error s was inconclusive. However, no addi tional transformations of the 

data were conducted. 

Wholesale- Retail Beef Margin F.quations 

Static wholesale-r etail beef margin equation 

The variables that were incl uded in this margin equation were the 

wholesale-retail pork marg in (WRMP) , the wholesale val ue of beef (WVB) , 

the cost index (CI3), and the 11 seasona l durrrny var iables. 'Il1e cost 

index tha t was used here differs from the cost index that was used in 
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the farm- retail margins. 'Ihe wholesale-retail cost index consisted of 

two indexes of costs : the producer price index and the food store wage 

rate index . Weights and further discussion are provided in the Data 

Sources and Descr i ptions Olapter. 'Ihe static wholesale- retail beef 

margin equation was estimated with A2SLS. Results are presented in 

Table 8. 4 and Table 8. 5. 

Data in both sample periods were transformerl to conect for 

autocorrelated errors since the autocorrelation coefficients in both 

sample periods were significant at a =.05 (see Table 8.4) . '!he test of 

the null hypothesis that the error variances in the two periods were 

equal was tested with an F- ratio. '!his F-ratio and the error variances 

are presented in Table 8. 4. '!his study rejected the null hypothesis and 

divided the period two data by the seal or (w 2) 112• 

The first structural change hypothesis was that the seasonal 

coefficients were unchanged between the two sampl e periods. '!his study 

failed to reject the null hypothesis and imposed the 11 restrictions. 

The second structural change hypothesis was that the coefficients of the 

intercept, the wholesale- retail pork margin , the wholesale value of 

beef , and the cost index had rernai ned unchanged between the two periods. 

This study failed to reject the null hypothesis and imposed the four 

restrictions. 'Ihese F- ratios are presented in Table 8. 4. 

Refer to Table 8.5 for the static wholesale-retail beef margin 

equation. TWo coefficients on the nonbinary variables were significant 

at the a. =.05 level . '!he coefficient of the wholesale value of beef 
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Tabl e 8.4. Results of t es ts for autocorrelated errors , 
heter oscedastici ty , and str uctural change in t he wholesale-
retail marg in equations 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Statistic 

St a t ic 
WRMB 

Dynamic 
WRMB 

Static 
WR"1P 

Dynamic 
WR"1P 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fi 0. 64** 0. 67** 0. 70** 0. 48** 

P2 0. 62** 0. 45** 0. 81** 0. 59** 

s2 
1 8 . 061 6. 980 8. 364 6. 020 

s2 
2 15 . 096 12 . 690 10 . 009 8. 716 

F c2 1. 873** 1. 818** 1.197 1.448 

(Wz) 1/2 1. 369 1. 348 

Fc3 1. 330 0. 866 0. 953 0. 213 

F c4 1. 646 2. 723** 1. 765 2. 679** 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

** a. < . 05 . 

was nonsignificant although it was of the expected sign. When this 

variable was dr opped f rom the equation, t he other coeff icients changed 

ver y l ittle. This var i able was retained for nonstatistical 

consider ations. The wholesale value of beef was ret ained in the 

equation to allow retail price and farm value changes to affect the 

wholesale- retail beef margin, albeit t hey had a srnal 1 effect. The 

wholesale- retail pork margin coefficient and the cost index coefficient 

had the expected sign. 

The Durbin-Watson d- statistic fell bet ween the upper and lower 

publ i shed bounds with 14 var i ables, 0, =. 05, and sample size 198. The 

tes t of the nul 1 hypothesis that there was no first order 
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Table 8. 5. Estimated static and dynamic wholesale-retail beef margin 
equations 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Static Dynamic 

Var iable Periods 1 and 2 Period 1 Per iod 2 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Inter cept - 0. 243 

(- 0 . 10) 

WRMP 

WVB 

LWVB 

CI3 

0. 172** 
(2 . 43) 

0. 017 
( 0 . 62) 

0 . 239** 
(9 . 12) 

Seasonal a yes 

1. 72 

aseasonal durcmy variables included . 

b b" d ' . Dur in-Watson -stat1st1c . 

**O.< . 05. 

- 4. 973 
(-1. 37) 

0 

- 0 . 481** 
(-3 . 41) 

0 . 573** 
(3 . 82) 

0 . 261** 
(10 . 13) 

yes 

1. 66 

0.178 
(0 . 02) 

0.264** 
(3 . 14) 

- 0.433** 
(-4. 53) 

0 . 714** 
(5 . 69) 

0 . 170** 
( 5 . 59 ) 

autocorr elation in the errors was inconclusive; however , no additional 

transformations were per formed . 

Dynamic wholesale-retail beef margin equation 

The dynamic ver sion of the wholesale-retail beef mar gin equation 

included the variables of the static version plus the lagged wholesale 

value of beef (LWVB) . 'Ihe coefficient on the f irst period wholesa le-

retai l pork margin was nonsignificant and negati ve so this coefficient 

was set equal to ze r o. 'Ihe dynamic wholesale- retail beef marg in 
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equation was estimated with A2SLS and results are presented i n Table 8.4 

and Table 8.5. 

The data from both sample periods were corrected for autocorrelated 
"' er rors since the Ps for periods one and tv.u were both significant at 

the fi ve percent level. 'Ihe null hypothesi s that the err or variances of 

the two periods were equal was tested with the transformed data . The 
... 
A and s? (i=l, 2) are presented in Table 8.4 along with the F- ratio. 

l 1 

This study re jected the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative and 

transformed the data with the scalar (w2) 112• 

The first structural change hypothesis was that the seasonal 

coeffic ients wer e unchanged between the periods. 'Ihis study failed t o 

r e j ect the null hypothesis and imposed the 11 restrictions. 'Ihe 

second structural change hypothesis was that the coeff ic ients on the 

c urrent and lagged wholesale value of beef and the cost index 

coefficient were unchanged betv..reen the two periods. 'Ihis s tudy rejected 

the null hypothesis. '!his second hypothesis test was conducted at a 

nominal a. =. 05. Both F-rati os a r e presented in Table 8. 4. 

Al 1 nonbinary variable coefficients (refer to Table 8. 5) were 

significant at the a. =.05 level. Also , al 1 coefficients had the 

expected sign. The period two coeffi c i ent on t he wholesale- retail por k 

margin is larger than the coeffi c ient of this variable in the static 

wholesale- r etail beef margin equation. 'Ihe coefficient of the current 

wholesale beef val ue decreased in absolute value while the coeffici ent 

of the lagged wholesale beef value increased in absolute val ue. The 

percentage change in absolute val ue was greater for the coefficient of 
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the lagged wholesale beef value than for the coeffi cient of the current 

wholesale beef value. '!he coefficient of the cost index fell about 35 

percent between the two sample periods. '!he coefficient of the cost 

index in the static equation fell between the two coefficients of the 

cost index in the dynamic equation. 

The D..lrbin-Watson d-statistic fel 1 between the published lower and 

upper bounds for 18 variables , a. =.05, and sample size 198. '!he test 

of the null hypothesis that there was no first order autocorrelation in 

the err ors was inconclusive. No additional transformations of the data 

were performed, however . 

Wholesale-Retail Pork Margin F.quations 

Static wholesale-retail pork ma r g in equation 

The list of var iables included in this static pork margin equation 

included the wholesale-retail beef margin (WRMB), the wholesale value of 

pork (WVP) , the cost index (CI3), and the 11 seasonal durrmy variables. 

The wholesale value of pork coefficient was negative and nonsignificant 

in both sampl e periods and so this variable was dropped from the 

equation. '!he static wholesale-retail pork margin equation was 

estimated with A2SLS. Results are presented in Table 8.4 and Tabl e 8.6. 

The data from both sample periods were corrected for autocorrelated 

errors since the autocorrelation coeffi cients for both periods were 

significant at a =. 05. fue transformed data were used to test the nul 1 

hypothesis that the error variances of the two periods were equal. fue 

err or variances and the F-ratio are presented in Tabl e 8.4. fuis stlrly 
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Table 8. 6. Fstimated static and dynamic wholesale- r e tail PJrk margin 
equations 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Stati c Dynamic 

variable Periods 1 and 2 Period 1 Period 2 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Intercept -10. 311** 

(- 4 . 45) 

WRMB 0. 286** 
( 3 . 23) 

WVP 

LWVP 

CI3 0.112** 
(3 . 86) 

Seasonal a yes 

rJtf 1.97 

aSeasonal dunmy variable s included . 

bDurbin- Watson d-statistic . 

**O.< . 05 . 

- 7.704** - 11. 246 
(-3 . 721) (-1.554) 

- 0 . 929** - 0 . 942** 
(-8.15) (- 7.67) 

0. 922** 1. 020** 
(7 . 91) (8 . 48) 

0. 172** 0 . 172** 
( 7 . 65) ( 8 . 99) 

yes 

1. 70 

failed to reject the null hypothesis . 'Ihe data in the two periods were 

corr ected for autocorrelated errors only. 

The first structural change hypothesis was that the seasonal 

coefficients remained unchanged between the two periods. 'Ihis study 

failed to reject the null hypothesis and imPJSed the 11 restrictions. 

The second of the t'WO structural change hypothese s was that the 

coefficients on the intercept, the wholesale beef margin , and the cost 

index were all unchanged between the two periods. 'Ihis study fai l ed to 
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r e j ect the nul 1 hypothesis and imposed the three r estrictions. These F-

r atios are presented in Table 8.4. 

The two nonbinary variable coefficients were significant a t the 

a. =.05 level and had the expected signs (refer t o Table 8. 6) . The 

Durbin-Watson d- statistic was gr eater than the published upper bound. 

Therefore , the t est of the nul l hypothesis that there was no 

autocorrelation in the errors was not r e jected at the a =.05 level of 

significance. 

Dynamic wholesale-re t ail pork margin equation 

The dynamic version of this pork margin equa t ion differs from the 

static equation by the addition of the lagged wholesal e va l ue of pork 

(LWVP). 'Ihe wholesale-re ta il beef margin coefficient proved t o be 

nonsignificant in both sample periods with t he addition of the lagged 

wholesale value of pork in the equation. Multicoll inearity among the 

variables could have been responsible for the change in the significance 

of the wholesale- retail beef marg in coefficient. 'Ihe wholesale- retail 

beef margin was dropped from the dynamic equation. 'Ihe final dynamic 

wholesale- retail pork marg in equa tion was estimated with A2SLS. Resul ts 

are presented in Table 8.4 and Table 8.6. 

The data from both sampl e periods required transformation to 

correct for autocorrelated errors since the autocorrelation coefficients 

in both periods were significant at a=.05 (see Table 8.4). 'Ihe test of 

the null hypothesis t hat the error variances were equa l in the two 

periods was conducted with the transforme::l data. 'Ihis study failed t o 

reject the nul 1 hypothesis (see Table 8.4). 
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The first structural change hypothesis was that the seasonal 

coefficients ~re unchange:l between the sample periods. '!his study 

faile:l to reject the null hypothesis and imposed the 11 restrictions. 

The second structural change hypothesis was that the coeffi cients on the 

intercept , the cost index , and the current and lagge:l wholesale pork 

value ~re unchange:l between the two periods. 'Ihis study rejected the 

null hypothesis in favor of the alternative. Both F-ratios are 

presente:l in Table 8.4. 

All nonbinary variable coeffic ients ~re significant at the a.=.05 

level and ~re of the expected signs (see Table 8.6). 'Ihe coefficient 

on the cost index was quite large relati ve to the coefficient on this 

variable in the static version of the pork margin equation. 

The Durbin- Watson d-statistic fell between the lo~r and the upper 

published bounds. 'Iherefore , the test of the nul 1 hypothesis that there 

was no autocorrelation in the errors was inconclusi ve. No additional 

transformations ~re performe:l , however . 

Farm-Wholesale Beef Margin F.quation 

The coefficient of the lagge:l farm beef value was nonsignificant in the 

dynamic farm-wholesale beef margin equation. 'Therefore, the static 

version of the equation serves as both the static and the dynamic farm-

wholesale beef margin equation. Unlike the margin equations discusse:l 

so far , t he coefficient of the cost index was nonsignificant in this 

margin equation. fue cost index that was attempte:l in this equation, 

CI2, had the Producer Price Index and the meat packer wage rate index 
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weighted equally. It could have been that the cost index CI2 did not 

captur e the costs to which processors reacted. Instead of a cost index , 

the farm level byproduct allowance for beef (FBPA) was included. 'Ihe 

byproduct allowance was an important salable product at the farm-

wholesale processing level. Other variables that were included in the 

fann- wholesale beef marg in equation were the farm- wholesale pork margin 

(EWMP) and the fann value of beef (FVB) . 'Ihe 11 seasonal durrmy 

variables as a group were nonsignificant and so were not included in the 

equation. 'Ihe final farm- wholesale beef margin equation was estimated 

with A2SLS and results are presented in Table 8. 7 and Table 8.8. 

The test of the null hypothesis that there was no autocorrelation 

in the er r ors for both sample periods was rejected at the Q.=.05 level 

of significance. 'Ihe data for both periods were then transformed with 

the T-matrix of Oiapter 4. 'Ihe transformed data were then used in 

testing the nul 1 hypothesis that the error variances of the two sample 

periods W'ere equal. 'Ihe period two error variance was smaller than the 

period one error variance. 'Ihis was opposite the case with the other 

margin equations discussed so far. 'Ihis study failed t o reject the null 

hypothesis at the a. =.05 level of significance (see Table 8. 7) . No 

transfonnations to correct for heteroscedasticity were required. 

The structural change test had the null hypothesis that the 

coefficients on the intercept , the farm-wholesale pork margin, the farm 

beef value, and the farm beef byproduct al l owance were a l 1 unchanged 

between the two sample periods. 'Ibis study failed to reject the nul 1 
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Table 8.7 . Results of tests for autocorrelated errors , 
he t e r oscedasticity, and structural change in 
the farm-wholesale margin equations 

----------------------------------------------------------
Statistic 

P1 

P2 
s2 

1 
s2 

2 
F c 2 
F c3 
F c 4 

Static 
EWMB 

0.34** 

0. 33** 

1. 587 

1 .256 

1. 264 

2. 035* 

Static 
FWMP 

0. 68** 

0. 44** 

2. 521 

2. 543 

1.009 

1 . 264 

6. 027** 

Dynamic 
FWMP 

0. 64** 

0.57** 

2. 485 

2. 442 

1.018 

0. 548 

17 . 270** 
----------------------------------------------------------

* a.< . 10 . 

** CL < .05. 

hypothesis and imposed the four restrictions. 

All coefficients , except on the inte rcept , were significant at the 

CL =.05 level (see Table 8.8) . As with the other static margin equations 

discussed , the coefficient on the farm value of beef was postive. 'Ihe 

coefficient on the farm beef byproduct allowance was negati ve. 'Ihe 

explanation for this sign may be that as the farm beef byproduct 

allowance decreases , the processor requires a higher farm- wholesale 

margin for revenues to renain relatively stable. 'Ihe same may be true 

for an increase in the byproduct allowance. Processors do not requi r e 

the farm-wholesale margin to be as high to maintain revenues as the 

byproduct value increases . 

The Durbin-Watson d- statistic was greater than the published upper 
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Table 8.8. Estimated static farm-wholesale 
beef margin equati on 

Static 

Var iable Periods 1 and 2 

Intercept 0. 083 
(0.11) 

EWMP 0. 180** 
(5 . 68) 

FVB 0'.039** 
( 4. 21) 

FBPA - 0' . 116** 
(- 2.07) 

Seasonal a no 

rJtf 1. 91 

aseasonal durmy variables included . 

bDurbin-Watson d- statistic . 

** a < .0s . 

bound for three variables , Cl =.05, and sample size 198. 'Therefore, this 

study failed t o r eject the null hypothesis that there was no 

autocorrelation in the errors . 

Farm-Wholesale Pork Margin Equations 

Static farm-wholesale pork marg in equation 

The list of variables in the static version of the farm-wholesale 

pork margin equation included the farm-wholesale beef margin (EWMB) , the 

farm value of pork (FVP) , and the cost index (CI2) . '!he 11 seasonal 

dunny variables were also included. When the r egressions were run 
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seperately for the two sample periods , the coefficients on the first 

period farm-wholesale beef margin and the second period cost index were 

nonsignificant at the a.=.05 level . 'Ihe period two coefficient o f t he 

farm value of pork was negative and nonsignificant at t he a.=. 05 level. 

Therefore , the coefficient on the period two farm pork value was set 

equal t o zero. 'Ihe final static farm- wholesale pork margin equation was 

estimated with A2SLS. Results are presented in Table 8. 7 and Table 8. 9. 

The data for both periods required transformation to correct for 

autocorrelated errors since the Ps for periods one and two were 

significant at the Q.=.05 level (see Table 8. 7). 'Ihe transformed data 

were used to test the null hypothesis that the error variances of the 

two periods were equal. 'Ibis study failed to reject the nul 1 

hypothesis. No transformations were r equired to correct for 

heteroscedasticity. 

The first structural change hypothesis was that the seasonal 

coefficients were unchanged "between the two periods. 'Ihe F- ra tio for 

this test is presented in Table 8. 7. 'Ibis study failed to reject the 

null hypothesis and imposed the 11 restrictions. 'Ihe second 

structural change hypothesis was that the farm-wholesale beef margin 

coefficient and the cost index coefficient were unchanged "between the 

two sample periods. 'Ibis study rejected the nul l hypothesis in favor of 

the alternative hypothesis (see Table 8.7) . 

The first period farm-wholesale beef margin coefficient and the 

second period cost index coefficient were sti ll nonsignificant at the 
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Table 8. 9. Fstimated static and dynamic farm-wholesale 
pork margin equations 

--------------------------------------------------------
Static Dynamic 

Variables Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 
--------------------------------------------------------
Intercept 

FVP 

LFVP 

CI2 

Seasonal a 

4.594** 
(2.08) 

0.312 
( 1. 23) 

0.115** 
(3 .90) 

0. 096** 
(4 .90) 

yes 

1. 94 

19. 871** 
(6 . 06) 

0. 853** 
( 3. 33) 

0 

0. 019 
(1. 56) 

6 . 522** 
(3 . 73) 

- 0 . 099 
(-1. 50) 

0. 224** 
( 3 . 27) 

0 . 101** 
(6 . 33) 

yes 

1. 95 

aSeasonal dUTmy variables included. 

bDurbin-Watson d- statistic . 

**Q.< . 05 . 

27 . 562** 
(6.91) 

- 0 . 258** 
(- 5 . 04) 

0 . 192** 
(3. 89) 

0. 043** 
(3 . 163) 

Q.=.05 level (see Tabl e 8.9). 'lhe nonbinary variable coefficients 

included had the expected s igns though. 

The Durbin- Watson d- statistic was gr eater than the published upper 

bound. 'I'nerefore, this study concluded that ther e was no first order 

autocorrelation in the errors. 

Dynamic farm-wholesale pork margin equation 

The farm- wholesal e beef margin was dropped due t o nonsignificance 

and the lagged pork val ue (LFVP) was added t o obtain the dynamic 
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equation. 'Ihe final dynamic farm-wholesale pork margin equation was 

estimated with A2SLS and results are presented in Table 8. 7 and Table 

8.9 . 

'Ihe Ps fo r periods one and two were both significant at the a. =.05 

level (see Table 8.7) . Tnerefore , data for both periods wer e 

transforme:J with the T-matrix of O'lapter 4 to corr ect for the 

autocorrelation in the errors. 'Ihe transforme:J data wer e used to test 

the nul 1 hypothesis that the error var iances of the t wo periods were 

equal. 'Ihis study faile:J t o r e j ect the nul 1 hypothesis at the a. =.05 

level of significance (see Table 8. 7) . 

The fi r st structura l change hypothesis was that the seasonal 

coeff i c i e nts were unchanged between the two periods. 'Ihis study failed 

to r e j ect the nul 1 hypothesis and imposed the 11 r estrictions. The 

next null hypothesis was that the coeffic ients of the inte rcept , t he 

farm pork value , t he l agged farm pork value, and the cost index were 

unchange:J between the t'WO periods. Tnis F-ratio is al so presented in 

Table 8. 7. 'Ihis study rejects the nul 1 hypothesis. 

All nonseasonal coefficients wer e significant at the a. =.05 level 

except for the farm pork value coefficient in period one (see Table 

8. 9) . All coeffi c i ent signs were as expec t e:J . 

Durbin-Watson d- sta tistic fell between the lower and the upper 

published bounds. Therefor e , the test of the nul 1 hypothesis that there 

was no f irs t order autocorrelation in the e rrors was inconcl usi ve. 

However , no additional transformati o ns wer e performe:J . 
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Dynamic Stabil ity 

Stability of a system determines if the system of equations , given 

some initial values for the endogenous variables, converges on a vector 

* M after a shock to the system, or 

* lim Mt = M 
t -+00 

* The vector M contains the values of the endogenous variables that 

result when t approaches infinity. 

The Decornposition Methods Olapter presents the equation for the 

dynamic version of the model. Equation (5. 8) is repeated her e. 
- 1 - 1 - L M. t =A . G.M.t 1 +A. c.z.t + A.-PP.t 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 

This equation , in matrix form , is for month t within sampl e period i . 

Definitions of the matrices and vectors are provided in the 

Decomposition Methods Chapter. 'Ihis equation is applicable to both Form 

I and Form II of the model since only the size of the matrices and 

vectors change. 

To test for stability, one calculates the eigen values of the 

matrix 

8 .1. - 1 8. = A . G. 
1 1 1 

for i =l , 2 and for each form , Form I and Form II . One substitutes the 

estimated coefficients into the equation (8. 1). If any eigen values are 

greater than one in absolute value, the system of equations is unstable. 

The eigenvalues for the first period B for Form I were 

(0 , 0, - 1.462 , -86.976) 

Therefore , the first period equations of Form I were an unstable system. 
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The eigenvalues fo r the second period Form I were 

(0 , 0 , -1.462 , 6. 503) 

This system of equations was also unstable . 

For Form II of the model , the procedure was t he same. 'lhe per iod 

one eigen values fo r Form II wer e 

(0 , 0, 0 , 0, 0, - 0. 249 , - 1. 104 , -12. 986) 

Thus , this system of equations in the first period was unstable . 

The period two eigen values for Form II were 

(0 , 0, 0 , 0, 0, - 0 . 259 , - 1. 259 , - 17 . 586) 

Therefore , the period two Form II system of equations was unstable . 

The path of the values of the endogenous variables for each of the 

* four systems above was diver gent and did not converge to the vector M • 

Even though the coefficients of the dynamic margin equations had 

the anticipated sign, none of the systems of equations could be used fo r 

fu r ther analysis. 'lhe decompositions of the dynamic margin equation 

systems could not be empl oyed to investigate the source of the change in 

the marg i n l evels obser ved in 1978. Likewise , the systems of equations 

could not be used t o i solate the impact that demand coefficient 

structural change had on the margin level . 

The wo r ld that generated the data used in this study was bel i eved 

to be stable , so the concl usion was that the dynamic model s wer e 

incorrect. Perhaps an alternati ve speci f i cati on of the dynamics of the 

meat processing and retail ing sector could have prov ided results that 

were consistent with observed behavior . 

Only the dynamic marg in equat ions wer e suspect. 'lhe dynamic and 
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static demand equations and the static margin equations were still 

available t o test the hypotheses of this study . 
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CHAPTER 9 . MARGIN E(UATION DECOMPOSITIONS 

Some margin equation coefficients changed between the t~ sample 

periods. Simply identifying coefficient changes does not in itself 

indicate the magnitude of the effect on the margin level , however. 

Coefficient and variable mean changes work together t o explain margin 

level changes. 'The decomposition equations from the Decomposition 

Methods Olapter were used to isolate the effect of selected coefficient 

or variable mean changes on a particular margin change. These effects 

were calculated by substituting the estimated coeffic ients and 

variables ' means into the decomposition equations. 

Decompositions of the dynamic version of Forms I and II were not 

conducted since both dynamic forms were unstabl e (see O'lapte r 8) . 'The 

decomposition results from the static version of Forms I and II are 

pr esented in this chapter . 'Ihis chapter presents the impacts of margin 

coefficient changes , marg in variables ' mean ' changes and the interaction 

of these coefficient and mean changes on the six margins : the farm-

retail beef margin , the farm-retail pork margin , the wholesale- r e tail 

beef margin , the wholesale-reta il pork marg in, the farm- wholesale beef 

margin , and the farm-wholesale pork margin. 'Ihe impacts that changes in 

demand coefficients and demand variable means had on the six margins are 

presented in the following two chapters. 

The estimated coefficients for sample period i and the variables' 

means for calendar month m of sample period i were substituted into the 

reduced form of the static version of the mcdel to yield 
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9.1. 

which was similar t o equation (5.2) from the Decomposition Methods 

Chapter. 'Ihe M. is the vector of endogenous var iables ' means. The z. 
1m im 

is a vector of margin equation exogenous variab l es' means and Pim is a 

vector of nominal reta il beef and pork price means. The u. is the 
1m 

vector of residual means for calendar month m in sample period i. The 

o ther matrices are estimated coefficient matrices. For F, the elements 

are simply ones and zer os. For mor e detailed explanations of the 

reduced form , r efer to the Decomposition Methods Olapter . 'Ihis reduced 

form is equally appl icable to eithe r Form I or Form II since the onl y 

difference is the sizes of the vect ors and matrices. 

The total changes that occurred between the two sampl e periods for 

the margins, farm values , and wholesale values can be decomposed into 

t hr ee components: 1) the change due to margin coefficient changes , 2) 

the change due t o margin variables' means changes , and 3) the change due 

to the inte raction of coeffi c ient and mean changes. Mat hematically and 

in order , t he three components of this decomposition ar e 

9 . 2. -* 
(M2m - F\m> = (~ls - ~lSl~rn + (~lF - ~lF) Plm 
- ** 

(M2m -
- " - 1 ... - - "'-1 -
Mlm) = i'J_ S ( 22m - 2lm) + A._i_ F ( p2m - plm) 9 . 3 . 

-*** 
(M 2m M1m> = (~1s - Ai: 1SH~m - ~m> 9. 4. 

+ (A;lF - ~lF) (P2m - Plm) 

The decomposition is exact , and when u2m = tilm = ! ' the sum of the t hree 

components above exactly equals the actual change in a part icular margin 

between the two sample periods. Equations (9.2) and (9. 3) are 

calculated directly. Equation (9. 4) is calculat ed as the actual change 
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in the monthly mean endogenous var iables between the two periods l ess 

t he sum of the two components , equatiorn (9 . 2) and {9 . 3) , 
- *** 

{M2rn 

Therefore , if e i t her u2rn or ulm does not equal zero , the interaction 

component , equation {9. 4) , includes some residual effects. 

The first component , equation (9. 2) , can be interpreted as the 

predicted changes in mean margins i f the only changes between the 

periods had been the set of coefficients in the margin equations. 

Therefore , equation (9.2) is the effects on mean margins due to 

structural change in the margin equations. 

If there had been no coefficient changes in the margin equations 

between the two periods and only variables ' means had changed, then 

equation (9. 3) yields the change in the mean margins. Alternatively, if 

the only changes between the two periods had been the mean retail 

prices, then the second term on the right hand side of equation (9. 3) 

yields the changes in the endogenous var i ables. Likewise, if the only 

changes between the two periods had been the means of the margin 

equation exogenous variables (holding mean retail prices constant) , then 

the first t e rm on the right hand side of equati on (9. 3) yields the 

changes in the endogenous variables. 

When both margin coefficients and margin variable means are allowed 

to change between the two periods , the interac tion , equation (9.4), i s 

nonzero . 
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Farm-Retail Margin Decanposition 

Some structural change was identified in Form !-- the fo rm of the 

model with farm and retail levels onl y. '!he structural change was 

identified in the farm-retail pork illargin equation. Coefficients in the 

farm- retail beef margin equation were no t statistically significantly 

different between the two sample periods. Fquations (9. 2) and (9. 3) 

were calculated directly and equation (9.4) was calculated as a residual 

for each of the 12 ca l endar months. '!here was very l ittle seasonal 

variation in the effects so the minimum and maximun val ues for the 

twelve months were chosen for each effect. 'These minimL111s and maximums . 

are presented in Table 9.1. Both the first and the second t erms on the 

right hand sides of equations (9. 2) and (9. 3) are presented in order to 

gain insights into the changes that have ta ken place in the endogenous 

variables . 

The minimum and maximum total change in cents per pound in the 

monthly beef farm-re tail margin were 42.53 and 48.62 and fo r the pork 

margin were 32.74 and 38.62. Simpl y surnning , for example, the first 

col unn of numbers of Table 9.1 wi 11 not yi eld 42.53, however , since the 

minimum effects presented did not all occur in the same calendar month. 

The seasonal pattern of each of the effects differs. One may sti ll , 

hoVJever , examine the relative magnitudes of the effects in order t o gain 

an understanding of the changes that have taken place. 

The changes in the means of the exogenous variables z had by far 

the largest impacts on the two farm-retail margins. For both margins , 

the only exogenous Z variable mean that changed was the cost index Cil. 
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Table 9.1. Effects of changes in margin coefficients and variabl es ' 
means upon mean farm- retail margins for beef and pork 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Source 

Effect on 
FRMB 

Minimum Maximum 

Effect on 
FRMP 

Minimum Maximum 
--------------------------------------------------------------------

(cents per pound) 
Marg in 
coeffi c ients 

"-1"' "'-1" -
(A2 C2 - Al Cl)Zlm 1. 52 1. 86 5.63 6. 89 

"'-1 "-1 -(A2 F - Al F) p im 0 . 45 0.48 1.67 1. 77 

Margin var iables ' 
means 

"-1"' -Al c1 (Z2m - Zlm) 43 . 41 44 . 87 41.61 43 . 02 
"'-1 -Al F(P2m - Plm) 2. 65 2. 84 0. 17 0. 19 

Total 
inter action a - 7 . 15 0.45 -16.62 - 11 . 14 

All sources 42 . 53 48 . 62 32 . 74 38.62 

aincludes effects of nonzero residual . 

This indicated that cost mean changes accounted for a majority of the 

mean margin level changes observed between the two sample periods. 

The other effects listed in Table 9.1 were quite small relative to 

the effect of the change in the cost index mean. 'Ibe change in the mean 

of the retai l prices (the fourth line) had a small impact on the changes 

in the beef and pork margin mean. If the only change between the two 

sample periods had been the mean of the retail prices , then the beef 

margin mean would have been between 2. 65 and 2. 84 cents per pound 

higher . 'Ibe pork margin mean would have been less than one cent per 
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pound higher . 'Ihe reason these two effects differed so greatly was that 

there was no markup pricing identified in the pork margin equation. In 

other v.x:>rds , the farm value of pork was not in the pork margin equation. 

The beef margin equation did have a markup, however , and so retai l price 

changes did affect the beef margin l evel . 'Ihe reason the pork margin 

mean changed at all was due to the presence of the interdependent margin 

variab le in the pork margin equation. Therefore, retail beef prices 

affected the mean of the beef farm-retail margin which in turn affected 

the pork farm-retail marg in. This interdependent margin coeffic ien t in 

the pork margin equation was very small, however. 

The margin coefficient changes affected the pork margin mean 

relatively more than the beef marg in mean. If the onl y change between 

the two sample periods had been the margin coefficient changes that 

ac tually t ook place, the beef margin would have inc reased by between 

1.97 (=1.52 + 0. 45) and 2.34 (=1.86 + 0. 48) cents per pound whil e the 

pork margin v.x:>uld have increased by between 7. 30 (=5. 63 + 1.67) and 8.66 

(=6.89 + 1. 77) cents per pound. 'Ihe diffe r ence in the impacts between 

the two margins was not suprising since no structural change was 

identified in the beef farm- retail marg in. Again , the only reason the 

beef margin mean changed at al l was due t o the pr esence of the pork 

margin variable in the beef margin equation. There fore , structural 

change in the pork margin equation affected the pork margin mean which 

in turn affected the beef margin mean. 

I t is difficult t o conclude from Table 9.1 that structural change 

in the meat processing and re tailing sector had a large impact on the 
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change in the beef farm-retai l margin between the two sample periods. 

variable mean changes accounted for a great majority of the observed 

change in the beef margin in the late 1970s. Structural change in the 

meat processing and retailing sector affected the pork farm- retail 

margin much more. However, the majority of the change observed i n the 

pork margin was also accounted for by the change in the costs between 

the two sample per iods. 

The effects on the farm value of beef and pork are not presented 

but can be calculated from results that are presented in this chapter . 

The effects of changes in the coefficients of the margin equations 

(lines one and t wo of Table 9.1) and the effects of changes in the means 

of the exogenous variables in the margin equations on the farm value of 

beef (pork) (line three) are simply the negati ve of the effects on the 

farm-retail beef (por k) margin. 'This is the case since retai 1 beef 

{pork) price was held constant for each of these effects . 

The effect on the farm value of beef from the change in the mean of 

the retail beef price is calculated as 

9 . 5. & vs = 6.PB - fuRMB 

The total change in the mean retail price of beef between the two sample 

periods cLPB) is 103.18 cents per pound. 'Ihe 6.FRMB here is the effect 

on the farm-retai 1 beef margin from the change in retai 1 beef price 

(line four in Table 9. 1). '!he simple equation above is also used to 

calculate the effect on the farm beef value from the tot al int e r acti on 

effect (line five) and from all sources (line six) . 'Ihe method is used 
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to calculate the change in the farm value of pork. 'The t otal change in 

the mean retail price of pork between the two sample periods ~PP) is 

56 . 58 cents per pound . 

Wholesale-Retail and Farm-Wholesale Margin Decanposition 

Very little structural change was identified in Form II of the 

model . 'The only margin equation where structural change was identified 

in this form was the farm-wholesal e pork margin equation. 'The same 

decanposi tion equations used for Form I were applicable here. CXlly the 

size of the matrices and vectors differed. 

The decompositions of the tVJO wholesale-retail margin equations are 

presented in Table 9.2. h)ain , there was very little seasonal variati on 

in the effec ts so only the minimum and maximum val ues for the 12 

calendar months are presented for each effect. Also , as before, the 

various effects did not all ha ve the same seasonal variation and , 

therefore, the columns of Table 9.2 do not sum exactly to the t otal 

change in the mean of the particular margin. 

For comparison sake , the change in the monthly wholesale- reta il 

beef margin mean ranged fran 40.52 t o 45.15 cents per pound and the 

change in the monthly wholesale- retail pork margin mean ranged from 

27.11 t o 31.37 cents per pound. Clearly, the overwhelming source of the 

change in the margin means was the change in the means of the exogenous 

variables. 'The mean of only one exogenous variabl e in the margin 

equations changed between the two sample periods and that was the cost 

index CI3. 
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Table 9. 2. Effec t s of changes in marg i n coefficients and variables ' 
means upon mean wholesale- retail margins fo r beef and pork 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Source 

Ef fect on 
WRMB 

Minimum Maximum 

Effect on 
WR-\P 

Minimum Maximum 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Marg i n 
coeffic ients 

Margin var iables ' 
means 

"-1" 
Al Cl (Z2m - Zlm) 
"' - 1 -
Al F (P2m - Plm) 

Total 
inter actiona 

All sources 

(cents per pound) 

0 . 04 0. 05 0. 01 

0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 

36 . 82 38 . 44 25.95 

1. 76 1.89 0 . 50 

0 . 44 6. 30 0.55 

40 . 52 45 . 15 27.11 

aincludes effects of nonzer o residual . 

0 . 01 

0 . 00 

27 . 09 

0 . 54 

4 . 53 

31. 37 

The change i n the mean of the r e tail prices had a relati vely small 

impact on the two wholesale- retail margins. A simi lar situation ex isted 

wi th the two wholesale- retai l margins that existed with the fa rm- retai l 

margins. '!be beef wholesale- retail marg i n had both a markup (the 

wholesale value of beef) and an interdependent margin variable (the 

wholesale- retail por k mar g in) wher eas the pork wholesale- retail margin 

had onl y an interdependent margin variable (the wholesale- retail beef 

margin) . The r efor e , the change in the means of retail pr ices affect ed 

the wholesale-re t a i l beef margin , which i n tur n affected the wholesale-
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retail p:>rk margin. 'Ihis explains why retail price changes affected the 

beef margin more than the p:>rk margin. 

The structural change in the Form II mcx:iel had a neg ligible effect 

on the two wholesale- retail margins. 'Ihe structural change in the farm-

wholesale p:>rk margin equation affected the farm- wholesale beef margin 

equation v ia the interdei;:>endent margin variable in the farm- wholesale 

beef margin. 'Ihe effect then rippled through to the wholesale- retail 

beef margin v ia the markup variable in the wholesale-retail beef margin. 

Finally the effect reached the wholesale-retail p:>rk margin v ia the 

interdei;:>endent margin variabl e in the wholesale-retail p:>rk margin. 'Ihe 

structur al change effect became quite diluted as it worked its way t o 

the wholesale- retail level . It appears that the structural change in 

the farm- wholesale p:>rk margin had only a negligible effect on the 

wholesale-retail marg ins. 

Decompositions for the farm-wholesal e margin equations are 

presented in Table 9.3. 'Ihe difference in the i;:>er iod two and i;:>eriod one 

means for the farm- wholesale beef margin ranged from 1.83 to 3. 54 cents 

per p:>und and this difference for the farm-wholesale p:>rk margin ranged 

from 5. 41 to 7.00 cents per pound. 

More than just the mean change in the cost index variable CI2 

affected the two farm-wholesale margins. Since both of these margin 

equations had both a markup variable and an interdei;:>endent margin 

variable , the means of the cost index variables CI2 and CI3, and the 

farm byproduct variable (FBPA) all affect the farm- wholesale margins. 
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Table 9.3. Effects of changes in margin coefficients and variables' 
means upon mean farm-wholesale margins for beef and pork 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Source 

Effect on 
EWMB 

Minimum Maximum 

Effect on 
EWMP 

Minimum Maximum 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Ma:rgin 
coefficients 

Margin variables ' 
means 

"'-1" -
Al c1 (Z2m - Zlm) 

CI2 

CI3 

FBPA 

"'-1 -
A1 F(P2m - Plm) 

Total 
interactiona 

All sources 

1. 91 

- 2. 04 

-1. 05 

4. 93 

- 2. 74 

1.83 

(cents per pound) 

1. 72 8 . 76 

-1.19 -7 . 80 

1. 98 11. 03 

- 1. 96 - 3. 37 

- 0. 90 - 0.29 

5. 23 6. 67 

- 0. 54 -11. 75 

3. 54 5. 41 

arncludes effect of nonzero residual . 

9. 95 

- 6. 85 

11 . 41 

- 3. 23 

-0 . 25 

7. 53 

-8 . 70 

7. 52 

The wholesale- retail level cost index CI3 ente:red via the markup. 

Several of the exogenous var iable means were rel a ti vel y large in 

absolut e value. 'Ibe cost index CI2 had a sizable impact on the farm-

wholesale pork marg in and the farm-wholesale beef mar gin relative to 

thei r respective total changes. 'Ihe cost index CI3 also had a 

relatively large depressing effect on both margins; this was the effect 
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holding all coefficients and other means (including retail prices) 

constant . 

'nle change in the mean of the retail prices had a relatively large 

effect on the two farm- wholesale margins. 'Ihese effects were greater in 

both absolut e and relati ve t erms than were the retail price effects on 

the two wholesale- retail margins. 'Ihe reason for this was that both 

farm- wholesale margin equations had large (both statistically and 

relatively) coefficients on the farm value. The wholesale-retai 1 pork 

margin did not have a wholesale value variable and the coefficient of 

the wholesal e beef value var iable in the wholesale-retail beef margin 

equation was small (both statistically and re latively) . 'nle farm-

wholesal e margins were much more responsive to retail price changes than 

were the wholesale- retail margins. 'Ihis result seems counter intuitive 

and may be the result of poor coefficient estimates. Poor coefficient 

estimates may be the result of multicollinearity in the data. It may 

also be that retailers have a more complicated pricing rule than the 

simple markup that is hypothesized in this study. 

The structural change in the farm-wholesale pork margin had its 

largest effect on that margin , as was expected. 'nle e ffect of the 

coefficient change (lines one and two of Table 9. 3) was offsetting to a 

large extent . 'nle net effect of the coefficient changes was positive 

but smal 1. 

'nle inte raction between coefficient and variable mean changes was 

quite large in absolute value relati ve to the total change in the means 

of the farm- wholesale values. '!his was , for the most part, expected 
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since, all the structural change in Form II took place at the farm-

wholesale level. 

The effects on the wholesale and farm values of beef and pork are 

not presented but can be calculated from results that are presented i n 

this chapter . The effects of changes in the coefficients of the margin 

equations (lines one and two of Table 9. 2) and the effects of changes in 

the means of the exogenous variables in the margin equations on the 

wholesale value of beef (pork) (1 ine three of Table 9.2) are simply the 

negative of these effects on the wholesale- reta i 1 beef (pork) margin. 

The ef feet on the farm values of beef and pork from these changes can be 

calculated as 

The ~WRMB and 6£wMB are the effects due t o the particular change and 

are found in Table 9 . 2 and Table 9.3 , respectively. 

The effect on the wholesale beef value from a change in the mean of 

the retail beef price is calculated as 

~WVB = ~PB - ~WRMB 

which is analogous to equation (9.5) . The effect on the wholesale pork 

value from a change in the mean of the retail beef price is simply the 

negative of this effect on the wholesale- retail pork margin (since 

retail pork price is held constant) . The Lj,PB is the same as presented 

previously, 103.18 cents per pound. The effect on the farm beef and 

pork values from a change in the mean of the retail beef price are 
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calculated as 

fuvs = 6 wvs -~ 
6 FVP = 6.WVP - 6 EWMP 

This method of calculation is also used for the effects of the total 

inte rac tion on the wholesale and farm values of beef and pork where the 

retail pork price is held constant. 

The method of calculati on changes little for pork price changes. 

Changes in the retail pork price affect neither the wholesa le-retail 

pork margin nor the wholesale- retail beef margin. Therefore, the effect 

on the wholesale pork value from the change in the retail pork price 

equals the change in the retail pork price , or 

L\WVP = &P - 6 wRMP = &P 
Also, 

£:,.wvs = - 6.WR-IB = 0 

The tot al change in the mean of retail pork price between the two sample 

periods was 56.58 cents per pound. The changes in the farm values of 

pork and beef from the change in retail pork price are simply 

6FVP = 6WVP - 6.EWMP 
6FVB = - L\EWMB 

Sumnary 

Some structural change had been identified in the margin equations 

in both forms of the model . This study was unable to show that 

structural change in the margin equations was r esponsible for a majority 

of the change in the means of the six margins. For fi ve of the six 
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margins, t he source of the l argest change between the sample periods had 

been the mean of the cost index . Retail price mean changes played a 

much smaller role in margin changes . '!he exception was the farm-

wholesale beef margin wher e changes in the cost index mean played a 

smal ler role (in absolute value) than changes in the retai 1 price mean. 

The farm-whol esale margin was quite small relative to the farm-retail 

marg in and so this reta il price effect did not go far in explaining the 

changes in the margin l evel that occurred in the late 1970s. 
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CHAP'I'ER 10 . DEMAND EFFOCTS ON FARM- RETAIL MARGINS 

This chapter presents results of further decomposition of material 

pr esented in Chapte r 9. 'Ihis chapter decomposes the effects of changes 

in r etail price means on the farm- retail margins into demand 

coefficient , demand variables' means, and demand coefficient/ var iable 

mean inter action effects. These r esults identify t o what extent 

structural changes i n the tv.K:> demand equations contributed t o the 

changes observed in the farm- re t a il margins in the late 1970s. One of 

the three major hypotheses of this study is that structural change in 

the demand equations resulted in higher margins v ia the Holdren demand 

effect . 

Fquation (5.4) from the Decomposition Methods Chapter is used t o 

decompose the changes in mean retail prices into the components. Since 

the comple t e model of this study is block recurs i ve in r eta il prices, 

r e tail prices affec t marg ins but no t v ice versa . Therefor e , t he retail 

price decomposition can simply be substituted into the right hand side 

of equation (9. 3) to generate the effects of changes i n demand 

coefficient and variable means on marg ins. 'Ihe total change in marg in 

means due t o the change in mean retail prices can be decomposed by 

substituti ng equa tion (5.4) into the second te rm on the right hand side 

o f equati on (9.3) and setting Z2m = Zlm. Mathematically, 

10. 1. A-1 A " ~-1 ~ ~ 
A1 F(B2 - B1)TT Qlm + A1 FB1 (7TQ'2m 

"-1 ... ~ 
+ Al F (82 - Bl) (7TQ2m - 7TQlm) 

The first t erm on the right hand side is the change in mean margins 
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given that only the set of demand slope coefficients has changed between 

the two periods. 'Ihe second term is the change in mean margins given 

that only the set of means of demand variables has changed between the 

two periods. 'Ihe third term is then the change in mean margins due to 

the interaction of the demand coefficients and demand variables' means 

changes. 'Ihe first two terms can be broken down further to yield the 

effects of individual coefficient or variable mean changes. 

The effects on farm values are not presented but are easily 

calculated. 'Ihe effect on the farm value of either beef or pork from a 

change in a coefficient is simply the effect of the change in the 

coefficient on retail price less the effect of the change in the 

coefficient on the farm- r etail margin (both of which are presented in 

the tables in this chapter) . 'Ihe same procedure can be used to find the 

effect on the farm values from changes in variable means and the 

interaction term. 

Static Demand Effects 

Structural change was identified in the static pork demand equation 

but no t in the static beef demand equation (see the Estimated Demand 

Equations Olapter) . Furthermore, since the farm-retail pork margin 

equation did not have a markup variable, only changes in the beef price 

affect the two farm-retail margins. Even though there was structural 

change in the pork demand equation, it produced no effects on the two 

margins. 'Iherefore, only changes in the means of variables in the 

static beef demand affected the two farm-retail margins. There were no 
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Holdren demand coefficient effects on the farm-retail margins then. 

Table 10.1 presents the effects of changes in variables' means on 

the retail pr ice of beef and the farm-retail margins for beef and pork. 

The seasonal variation in the var i ous effects was small so only the 

min imum and maximum for the 12 calendar months for each effect ar e 

presented . 

The first r ow in Table 10.1 indicates the change in each margin due 

solely to the change in retail price means. Since the pork retail price 

did not effect e ither margin , the first row is the effect of the change 

in the retail beef price mean on the margins. These four numbers are 

the same values that are presented in Table 9.1 of the last chapter. 

The total change in the retail beef price mean between the t~ periods 

was 103.18 cents per pound. 

For the static beef denand equation, only var iable means differed 

between the two periods--coefficients did not. Therefore, any 

discrepancy between the sum of the effects of variables ' means on the 

mean of the retail beef pr ice and the actual change in the mean of the 

retail beef price was due to a nonzero mean of the regression residual . 

This nonzero r esidua l mean is included in Table 10.1. 

The variabl e mean change that had the largest effect on the retail 

beef price mean was the intercept. The intercept in the reduced form 

became one multiplied by the CPI (1967=1.00) . 'lbe mean of the CPI 

changed between the two sample periods and this increased the nominal 

r etail beef price. The effect of the change in the intercept mean can 

be thought of as an inflation impact. 'lbe next largest mean effect came 
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Table 10 . 1. Effects of changes in mean reta il prices and of variables' 
means in the stati c beef denand equation upon retail beef 
price and farm-retail margins 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Source 

Effect on 
PB 

Minimum Maximum 

Effect on 
FRMB 

Effect on 
FRMP 

Min imum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

(cents per pound) 
Retai l beef 
price 2. 65 2. 84 0.17 0. 19 

Means 

Inte rcept 87 . 36 92 . 79 2. 32 2.47 0.15 0.16 

QB -7. 21 - 5. 85 - 0. 19 - 0. 16 -0.01 - 0 . 01 

QP 1. 99 2. 62 0. 05 0. 07 0.00 0. 00 

RY 26 .18 27. 85 0.70 0.74 0.05 0. 05 

PR73 -0. 55 0 0. 01 0 -0.00 0 

Seasonal 
dtmnies - 1. 72 2. 97 -0. 05 0. 08 - 0. 00 0. 01 

Residual -12.18 - 7 .18 - 0 . 32 - 0.19 - 0 .02 - 0 . 01 

from the change in the income mean , which was also positive. 

These two effects of changes in variable means were multiplied by 

constants t o yield their impact on the two farm-re tail margins. These 

constants were elements in the matrix Al1F (see equation (10.1)). 'Ihe 

change in the inte rcept mean was about 88 percent of the t otal effect of 

the change in retail price means on the two farm-re t ail margins. The 

other mean effects netted out to be onl y about 12 percent of the total 

effect of the change in retail price mean. 

The changes in the own and cross-quantity means had a smaller 
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impact on the change in the retail beef price mean than the intercept or 

income effect. 1he increase in the mean percapita beef quantity 

decreased the retail beef price. The increase in the mean per capita 

pork quantity offsets only part of the negative effect of the change in 

the own-quantity mean. The effect of these two variable mean changes on 

the two farm- retail margins was quite smal 1. 
" 

Dynamic Demand Effects 

Structural change was identified in both dynamic danand equations. 

The only structural change in the dynamic beef danand however was in the 

income coeffi cients and the intercept coefficients. Again , changes in 

the retail pork price mean did not affect either farm-retail margin. 

Therefore, the only Holdren danand impacts on the farm-retail margins 

with the dynamic danands were from income coefficients of the beef 

demand equation. 

Table 10.2 presents the effects of changes in the coefficients of 

the dynamic beef danand , of changes in variables ' means, and of the 

interactions on the r et a il beef price and the farm-retail margins. The 

first row of Table 10. 2 is identical to the first row of Table 10. 1. 

The first two columns present the minimum and maxim1.m1 coeffi c ient, mean , 

and interaction effects on the change in the mean of retail beef price. 

The effects on retail price were multiplied by constants to yield the 

effects on the two farm-retail margins. The constants were elanents in 

the A11F matrix of equation (10. 1) . Since the effects in a given column 

are not necessarily from the same calendar month , the sum of the effects 
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Table 10.2. Effects of changes in mean reta il prices and of 
coefficient, variables' means , and interaction in the 
dynamic beef demand equation upon retail beef price and 
farm-retail margins 

Source 

Retail beef 
price 

Coefficients 

Effect on 
PB 

MinimLITI Maximum 

Intercept - 1729. l - 1631 . 6 

RY & RYS 1614.18 1713 . 01 

Means 

Inte rcept 

QB 

LQB 

RY & RYS 

PR73 

Seasonal 
drnmies 

Total 
inter action a 

77 . 90 82 . 74 

- 9 . 13 - 7 .40' 

- 4. 47 -3. 61 

48 . 34 51 .42 

- 0 . 54 

-1. 44 2.90 

- 7.07 3 . 64 

Effect on 
FRMB 

Effect on 
FRMP 

Min imun Max irnum Min irnum Max irnum 

(cents per pound) 

2. 65 2.84 0.17 0' . 19 

- 45 . 94 - 43.35 - 2. 99 - 2. 82 

42 . 88 45 . 51 2. 79 2 . 96 

2.07 2.20' 0 . 13 0' . 14 

- 0. 24 - 0' . 20 - 0. 02 - 0' . 01 

- 0 . 12 - 0 . 10' - 0 . 01 - 0.01 

1. 28 1. 37 0. 0'8 0 . 09 

- 0 . 01 - 0 . 00 

-0. 04 0. 08 - 0 . 00 0. 01 

-0.19 0. 10 - 0 . 01 0. 01 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

aincludes effect of nonzero residual. 

does not equal the total change in the mean. SUrrming the aver age of the 

minimum and maxirnun for each effect can give the approximate size of the 

change in the sample period mean. 

Only three dynamic beef de:nand coefficients were found t o have 
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changed between the two sample periods: the intercept coefficient , the 

real inccrne coefficient, and the squared-real-inccrne coefficient. The 

changes in the two incane coefficients were grouped to provide an i ncane 

spec ification effect. The effects of the changes in the intercept 

coef ficient and the change in the income specification wer e both very 

large but were largely offsetting. The net of the intercept coefficient 

and incane spec ificati on changes on the two farm- retail margins was 

small relati ve to the mean effects. 

The two largest mean effects were again the intercept mean (CPI) and the 

inccrne mean changes. The net effect of these two mean changes was 

somewhat larger than the net effect of the same two mean changes for the 

static beef demand. The reason for the difference was that the first 

period coefficients differed between the static and the dynamic demand. 

Just as with the static beef demand , the change in the intercept mean 

accounted for a large portion of the effect of the mean r etail price 

change on the two farm- retail margins. The income mean effect was also 

r elatively large. 

The changes in the own-quantity and the lagged own-quantity means 

had a depressing effect on the retail beef price mean since both 

coefficients were negative. These mean changes had a r e lati vely smal l 

impact on the two farm- r et a i l margins. 

Overall , t he effects of variable mean changes from dynami c beef 

demand on the retail beef price and farm- retail marg ins were s l ightl y 

larger in absolute value than these effects from the static beef demand. 

One exception was the effect of the change in the inte rcept mean. The 
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two demands accounted for the variabl e mean effects in much the same 

way. 
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CHAPTER 11. DEMAND EFFEX:::TS ON WHOLESALE- RETAIL 

AND FARM- WHOLESALE MARGINS 

This chapter deccmpose s the total change in mean retail prices and 

identifie s their effects on the four margins of Form II : the wholesale-

r e t a i l beef margin , the wholesale- retail pork margin , the fa rm- wholesale 

beef ma rg in , and the farm- wholesal e pork margin. Structural change was 

identified in the dynamic beef demand equation and in both the static 

and the dynamic pork demand equations. However , since certain variables 

did not e nte r some margin equations , not all c hanges in margin means 

were affected by changes in the mean r etai 1 pork price. 

Specifically, the wholesale-retai 1 pork margin equation did not 

include the wholesale pork value. 'Ihis implied that the wholesa le-

retail pork mar gin was unaffected by changes in r e tail pork price. 

Changes in re tail pork price then also did not affect the wholesa le-

r etail beef margin. Olanges in the retail beef price affected the 

wholesale- retail beef margin v ia the wholesale beef va l ue and affected 

the wholesale- r e t a il pork margin v ia the in t e rdependent margin variable 

(wholesale- r e ta il beef marg in) . 

Cha nges in both the beef and the pork r etai l prices affected the 

two farm-wholesa le margins . Both farm-wholesale margins had a markup 

and an inte rdependent margin variable. 

The effects on farm and wholesale values are not presented but are 

easily calculated . The effect on the wholesale value of e ither beef o r 

pork from a change in a coefficient is simply the effect of the change 
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in the coefficient on retail price less the effect of the change in the 

coef ficient on the wholesale- r etail margin (both of which are presented 

in the appropriate tables that fol low in this chapter) . 'Ihe effect on 

the farm value of e ither beef or pork from a change in a coefficient is 

the effect of the change in the coefficient on the wholesale value less 

the effect of the change in the coefficient on the fa rm- wholesale 

margin . 'Ihis same procedure can be used to find the effect of the farm 

values from changes in variable means and the interaction term . 

Demand Effects on Wholesale- Retai 1 Margins 

Table 11.1 presents the static beef demand decompositions and their 

effects on the two whol esale- retail margins. 'Ihe first row is the 

change in the mean of the wholesale- retail margin due t o the total 

change in the retail beef price mean. 'Ihese four nunber s were taken 

from Table 9.2. 'Ihe minimum and maximum effects of the 12 calendar 

months for the change in each var iable mean on the mean of the retail 

beef pr ice are repeated here from Tab 1 e 10.1. 'Ihese beef demand effects 

imply changes i n the two wholesal e-retai l margins thr ough ~l1F of 

equation (10. 1) . 

Since the demand decompositi ons ar e the same as those in Table 

10.1, the relati ve sizes of effects of changes in the margin means are 

the same. 'Ihe diffe rence between the effects on the farm- retai 1 margins 

and the e ffects on wholesale- retail margins is the constan ts by which 

the demand decompositions are multipl ied. 

The intercept (CPI) and the incane mean changes accounted fo r the great 
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Table 11 . 1. Effects of changes in mean retail prices and of var i abl es ' 
means in the static beef demand equation upon retail beef 
price and wholesale- r etail margins 

Effect on Effect on 
PB WR-18 

Effect on 
W™P 

Source Minimun Maximun Mi nimum Maximum Min imllTI Maximum 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(cents per pound) 
Retail beef 
price 1. 76 1. 89 0 . 50 0. 54 

Means 

Inte rcept 87 . 36 92 . 79 1. 54 1. 64 0. 44 0. 47 

QB - 7 . 21 - 5. 85 - 0 . 13 - 0. 10 - 0. 04 - 0. 03 

QP 1. 99 2. 62 0. 04 0. 05 0. 01 0. 01 

RY 26 . 18 27 . 85 0. 46 0. 49 0. 13 0. 14 

PR73 - 0 . 55 0 - 0 . 01 0 - 0. 00 0 

Seasonal 
dlJmlies -1. 72 2. 97 - 0 . 03 0 . 05 - 0 . 01 0. 02 

Res idual -12 . 18 - 7 . 18 - 0. 22 - 0 . 13 -0.06 - 0. 04 

maj ori ty of the retail price effects on the two wholesale-retail 

marg ins. 'Ihe other mean change effects 1;.112re relat i vel y small . 

The Holdr en demand effect hypothesis of this study could not be 

tested here since no structural change was identified in the sta tic beef 

demand equat i on. 

Structur al change was identified in the dynamic beef demand 

equation , but neithe r the current nor the lagged beef quantity 

coefficients changed. 'Ihus, the Hold ren demand impact here consisted of 

changes in the income coeffi cients. Results of the decomposition of the 
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dynamic beef demand equation are repeated in Table 11.2 from Table 10. 2. 

The these coefficient and variable mean changes and the interaction had 

on the two wholesale-retail margins are presented in Table 11. 2. Again 

the demand effects were the same; just t he constants by which the danand 

effects were multiplied differed . 

The change in the intercept coefficient had a large negati ve impac t 

on the two who lesale- re tail margins but the changes in the set of incane 

coefficients had a positive and nearly offsetting effect on the two 

margins. '!he net effect of these coefficient changes was smaller in 

absolute value than the effect of either the intercept mean or income 

mean change. '!he change in the inte rcept mean accounted for about 78 

percent of the to ta l change in the mean of the wholesale-retail marg ins 

due to the change in the r e tail pr ice means. 

The change in the current and lagged beef quantity means had a 

r e latively smal 1 and depressing effect on the two wholesale- reta i 1 

margins. 'The changes in the means of the seasonal dumny variabl es and 

the price restriction variable (PR73) had a very small impact on the 

change in the wholesal e- re tail marg in mean. 

There was little difference in the conclusions reached with the 

static and the dynamic beef danands. Both demands provided essential 1 y 

the same information on the sources of the changes in the wholesale-

retail margin means. 'Ihe effect of the structura l change in the dynamic 

beef demand equation upon the wholesale-retail margins was quite small . 
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Table ll.2. Effects of changes in mean retail prices and of 
coefficients, variables' means , and interaction in the 
dynamic beef danand equation upon retail beef price and 
wholesale- retail margins 

Source 

Effect on 
PB 

Minimllll Maximum 

Effect on 
WRMB 

Effect on 
WRMP 

Minimum Maximum Minimllll Maximllll 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

(cents per pound) 
Retail beef 
price 1. 76 1. 89 0. 50 0 . 54 

Coefficients 

Intercept -1729.1 - 1631. 6 - 30 . 55 - 28 . 83 - 8. 74 - 8 . 24 

RY & RYS 1614.18 1713. 01 28 . 52 30 . 26 8. 16 8 . 66 

Means 

Intercept 77 . 90 82 . 74 1. 38 1. 46 0 . 39 0 . 42 

QB -9.13 - 7 .40 -0.16 -0 . 13 -0 . 05 - 0. 04 

LQB -4 . 47 - 3 . 61 -0 . 08 -0.06 - 0 . 02 -0 . 02 

RY & RYS 48.34 51 . 42 0. 85 0 . 91 0. 24 0 .26 

PR73 -0. 54 0 -0. 01 0 -0.00 0 

Seasonal 
dtmnies -1. 44 2.90 - 0 . 03 0. 05 -0 . 01 0 . 01 

Total 
interactiona -7.07 3. 64 - 0 .12 0. 06 - 0 . 04 0 . 02 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------a residual . Includes effect of nonzero 

Demand Effects on Farm-Wholesale Marg ins 

Retail price changes affect both the beef and the pork farm-

wholesale margins since both margin equations contain a markup as well 

as an interdependent margin var iable. '!he effects on the two farm-
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wholesa le margins from the various components of the static and dynamic 

beef demand decanpositions are presented first . 'Ihen the effects from 

the static and dynamic pork demand decanposi tions are presented. 

Tabl e 11.3 presents the decanposition of the static beef demand 

equation and the effects of the changes in the various coeffic i ents and 

var iables' means on the t~ farm-wholesale margins. '!he effects of the 

various coeffi cient and variable mean changes on the r etail beef price 

mean change are repeated from Table 11.1. 

The effect on the t~ farm-wholesale margins from the change in 

both r et ail price means (line one of Table 11. 3) is repeated from Table 

9.3. 'These numbers ar e substantially higher than the ones presented in 

line one of Tabl e 11.1. 'Ihe farm-wholesale margins are more r esponsive 

t o retail price changes than are the who lesale-re tail margins. 'Ihe 

r eason is that the farm-wholesale margin equations contain both a markup 

and an interdependent margin variable whereas the wholesale-retai 1 

margin equations do not contain all of these variables . 

Since the decanposition of the change in the retail price means is 

the same as that of Table 11.1, the relative sizes of the effects on the 

two farm-wholesale margins are the same as in that table. Only the 

constant by which the effects are multiplied d iffers. The constants are 

elements of ~l1t- from equation 10.1. 

The change in the intercept (CPI) mean accounted for about 70 

percent of the change in the farm-wholesal e beef margin mean due to the 

change in the retail price means. 'Ihe changes i n the intercept mean 

accounted for only about 13 percent of the change in the farm-wholesale 
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Table 11 . 3. Effects of changes in mean retail prices and of variables ' 
means in the static beef demand equation upon retail beef 
price and farm- wholesale margins 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Sour ce 

Effect on 
PB 

Minimum Maximum 

Effect on 
EWMB 

Effect on 
FWMP 

Minimum Maximun Minimum Maximun 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Reta i 1 pr ices 

Means 

Intercept 

QB 

QP 

RY 

PR73 

Seasonal 
durrmies 

Residual 

87 . 36 92.79 

- 7. 21 - 5.85 

1. 99 2 . 62 

26 . 18 27. 85 

- 0.55 

- 1 . 72 2 . 97 

-12.18 - 7 . 18 

(cents per pound) 
4 . 93 5.23 6. 67 7. 53 

3 . 41 3.62 0.91 0.97 

- 0 . 28 - 0 . 23 -0 . 08 - 0.06 

0. 08 0.10 0 . 02 0 . 03 

1.02 1.09 0 . 27 0 . 29 

- 0 . 02 0 - 0 . 01 

-0 . 07 0 . 12 - 0 . 02 0. 03 

- 0 . 48 - 0.28 - 0 . 13 - 0 . 07 

pork margin mean due to the change in retail price means. 'Ihe change in 

the income mean accounted for one fifth of the change in the beef farm-

wholesale margin but a small fraction of the change in the pork mar gin 

at this level. 

Table 11.4 presents the decompositions of the dynamic beef demand 

and the effects of the coefficient and variable mean changes on the two 

farm- wholesale rnarg ins. 

The changes in the intercept coeffic ient and the set of income 

coefficients had , individually, a sizable impact on the two farm-
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Table 11.4. Effects of changes in mean ret ail prices and of 
coeffic ients, variables' means , and interact ion in the 
dynamic beef demand equation upon re tail beef price and 
fa rm-wholesale margins 

Effect on 
PB 

Effect on 
EWMB 

Effect on 
EWMP 

Source Minimum 1'13ximum Minimum 1'13ximum Mini mum 1'13ximum 

Retail prices 

Coefficients 

Intercept -1729.1 - 1631 .6 

RY & RYS 1614. 18 1713 . 01 

Means 

Intercept 

QB 

LQB 

RY & RYS 

PR73 

Seasonal 
dumnies 

Total 
interac tiona 

77 . 90 82 . 74 

-9.13 - 7 . 40 

-4. 47 - 3. 61 

48 . 34 51 . 42 

- 0 . 54 

-1. 44 2 . 90 

-7. 07 3 . 64 

(in cents per pound) 
4. 93 5. 23 6. 67 7. 53 

-67 . 51 -63. 70 -18 . 02 - 17 . 00 

63 . 02 66 . 88 16 . 82 17 . 85 

3 . 04 3. 23 0. 81 0. 86 

- 0 . 36 - 0 . 29 - 0 . 10 - 0 . 08 

-0 . 17 - 0 . 14 - 0 . 05 - 0 . 04 

1. 89 2. 01 0 . 50 0 . 54 

- 0 . 02 -0.01 0 

- 0 . 06 0.11 - 0 . 02 0. 03 

-0. 28 0 . 14 - 0 . 07 0 . 04 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

aincudes effec t of nonzero residual . 

wholesale margins. However, as a group, the effects of the coeffi c i ent 

changes were almost completely off setting. 

The change in the intercept (CPI) mean again accounted for the maj ority 

(about 61 percent) of the change in the farm-whol esa le beef marg in mean 

due to the change in the r e tail price means. 'Ihe changes in the income 
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mean also contributed t o this mean effect. Just as discussed for Table 

11.3, however , the percent that the change in the intercept mean was of 

the change in the farm-wholesale pork margin mean due to the change in 

the r etail price means was much smaller than for the beef margin. This 

was also true for the effect of the change in the income mean on the 

change in the pork farm- wholesale margin mean. 

The change in the retail pork price mean also affected the two 

farm-wholesale margins. Structural change was identified in both the 

static and the dynamic pork demand equations. The structural change 

included the coefficients on the current and lagged pork and beef 

quantities. 'Iherefore, the Holdren demand impacts on the farm- wholesale 

margins could be isolated. 

Table 11.5 presents the static pork demand decornpositions and their 

effects on the change in the retail pork price mean and the changes in 

the mean of the two farm- wholesale margins. The first r ow in the table 

is repeated here from Table 9.3. 

F.ach of the changes in the static pork demand coeffici ents had a 

r elati vely large impact on the change in the retail pork price mean. 

The total change in the r etai 1 pork price mean between the two sample 

periods was 56.58 cents per pound. 'Ihe changes in the intercept 

coefficient and the se t of incorne coefficients were both quite large in 

absolute val ue but were also largely offsetting. 'Ihe change in the pork 

quant i ty coefficient had a positive effect on the retail price of pork. 

The changes in the beef quantity coeffic ient had a negative effect on 
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Table 11. 5. Effects of changes in mean r etail prices and of 
coeffic ients, variables ' means , and interaction in the 
static pork demand equa tion upon r e t a il pork price and 
farm-wholesale marg ins 

Effect on Effect on Effect on 
PP EWMB EWMP 

Source Minimun Maximum Min imurn Max imun Min imurn Max imllll 

(cents per pound) 
Retail prices 4.93 5. 23 6.67 7 . 53 

Coefficients 

Inte rcept - 4 6. 17 -4 3. 57 - 0.87 -0.82 - 5.01 - 4. 73 

QP 8. 08 9. 63 0.15 0 . 18 0.88 1.04 

QB -10 .15 - 8 . 49 -0.19 -0 . 16 -1. 10 - 0 . 92 

RY 32 . 24 34 . 84 0. 61 0.66 3. 50 3 . 78 

Means 

Inte rcept 51.69 54 . 90 0 . 97 1.03 5. 61 5. 96 

QP -17 . 37 -13. 21 -0 . 33 -0 . 25 -1. 88 -1. 43 

QB 8. 91 10.99 0. 17 0 . 21 0. 97 1.13 

RY 33 . 77 35 . 92 0. 64 0. 68 3. 66 3. 90 

PR73 -0 . 58 0 - 0 . 01 0 -0 . 06 0 

Seasonal 
durmies - 2. 09 0 . 71 - 0 . 04 0. 01 - 0 . 23 0 . 08 

Total 
in t e r acti ona -16. 25 -11.98 - 0 . 31 -0 . 23 - 1. 76 -1. 30 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

a Includes a nonzer o r esidual effec t . 
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the retail pork price and more than offset the effect of the change in 

the pork quantity coefficient. These two quantity coefficient effects 

on the farm- wholesale margins wer e relatively large but were mostly 

offsetting . '!his lent only partial support for the Holdren demand 

hypothesis in this study. In other words , these coefficient changes 

influenced the margins but this infl uence did not explain the increase 

in the marg in levels in the late 1970s. 

The net effect of the coefficient changes on the retail pork price 

mean is about - 11. 80 cents per pound. If the onl y ~hange between the 

two sample periods were in the pork demand coefficients , the retail pork 

price YX>uld have been about 12 cents per pound less in the second period 

than in the first period. The effect of these changes in the pork 

demand coeffi cients on the two farm-wholesale margins was al so negati ve. 

The effects of the pork demand coefficients had a relatively small 

impact on the farm- wholesal e beef margin and a relati vely large impact 

on the farm- wholesale pork margin. This was not suprising since 

wholesalers were expected to change a margin more in r esponse to retail 

price (and thus farm value) changes for that same meat. 

The changes in the means of the pork demand variables as a gr oup 

had a large positive influence on the retail pork price mean and 

therefore the farm- wholesale margin means as well . '!he change in the 

intercept (CPI) mean and the incane mean were both large and posi t ive. 

Only the change in the incane mean and the change in the incane 

coefficient affect r etail pork price mean in the same direction. The 
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effect of the change in the pork quantity mean was negative and larger 

in absolute value than the effect of the change in the pork quantity 

coefficient on retail pork price and the two margins. '!he opposite was 

true for the e ffect of the change in the beef quanti tiy mean and the 

effect of the change in the beef quantity coeff i cient , but the effects 

were much closer in absolute value. 

Table 11.6 presents the decanposi tion of the dynamic pork demand 

equation and the effects on the retail pork price mean and the two farm-

wholesale margin means. Structural change was identified in the dynamic 

pork demand equation so the Holdren denand hypothesis could be 

investigated here also. 

The change in the intercept coefficient and the set of incane 

coeffic ients of the dynamic pork denand equation had lar ge impacts, in 

absolute value , on the changes in the pork r etail pr ice mean. '!he net 

effect of the changes in the intercept coefficient and the two incane 

coeffic ients (about - 30.0 cents per pound) was fairly sizable also 

though. '!his was larger than the net effect of the change in the 

intercept coefficient and the the se t of incane coefficients in the 

dynamic beef demand equation on the beef retail price. 

The changes in the current and the lagged quantity coefficients had 

a relatively large impact on the retail pork price. '!he two current 

quantity coeffic ient effects were larger in absolute value than the 

effect of the two current quantity coefficients in the static pork 

denand. However , the effects of the changes in the two lagged quantity 

coefficients on the retail pork price were also large in absolute value. 
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For the dynamic pork demand decomposition , the net effect of al 1 the 

quantity coefficient changes was about five cents per pound. For the 

static pork demand decompostion , the net effect of the two current 

quantity coefficient changes was less than a negative one cent per 

pound. 'Ihe addition of the two laggerl quantities in the pork demand 

equat i on changerl the conclusion, to some extent , of the source of the 

change in the retail pork price mean. 'me effects of the current and 

lagged quantity coefficient changes on the farm-wholesale margins were 

fairly small. None of the quantity coeffi c ient effects changerl the 

farm-wholesale beef margin more than one half cent per pound. 'Ihe 

effects of quantity coefficient were somewhat larger in the farm-

wholesale pork margin , ranging in absolute value from just under one 

cent per pound to just over two cents per pound . 'Ihe Holdren demand 

effects were not wel 1 suppor ted with the dynamic reta i 1 pork demand 

equation ei ther. Again, the own and the c ross-quantity coefficient 

changes had an impact on the level of the two farm-wholesale margins but 

the se impac ts were relati vely small and did not go far in suppor t ing a 

major hypothesis of this study. 

The largest impact on the two margins from the dynamic por k demand 

equation were from the changes in the var iable means. The changes in 

the intercept (CPI) mean accounted for much of the retail pork price 

effect on the farm- wholesale pork margin, but the effect of the change 

in the quantity means were al so high in absolute value. The effect of 

the change in the income mean was less in absolut e value than the effect 

of the change in either the current or the laggerl pork quantity means. 
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CHAPTER 12 . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigated the change in the level of beef and pork 

margins in the late 1970s. 'Ihree major hypotheses of this study were 1) 

the Holdren interdependent margin hypothesis , 2) the Hold ren demand 

effect hypothesis , and 3) the margin equation structural change 

hypothesis. 'Ihe first two hypotheses resulted from Holdren's model of a 

multiproduct firm. 'Ihe interdependent margin hypothesis states that 

marg ins are not determined independent of each other . '!his 

interdependence would allow changes in one margin to feed through to the 

other margin. 'Ihe Holdren demand hypothesis states that changes in the 

slope coefficients of the demand equations change the optimal level of a 

margin. '!his study searched for structural change at the end of 1977. 

A deccmposi t i on technique was employed to determine to what extent 

structural change in the demand equations i nfluenced the margin level 

changes in the late 1970s. This decanposi tion technique was also 

employed to investigate to what extent s tructural change in the margin 

equations themselves influenced the margin l e vel. 

The Holdren interdependent margin hypothesis was supported to some 

extent in this study. Interdependent margin variables were significant 

in all six static margin equations. The interdependent margin var iables 

were significant in only two dynamic margin equations. In the farm-

retail beef margin equation , the pork margin variable was significant 

and positi ve in both the static and the dynamic versions. In the farrn-

retail p::>rk margin equation , however , the beef margin var iable was 
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significant only in the static version. 'Ihe beef margin variable was 

signi ficant in this equation onl y in the second period. 'Ihe wholesale-

retai l pork margin variable entered both the s tatic and the dynamic 

versions of the wholesale- re t a il beef margin equation. '!his var iable 

was significant and positi ve in the static version but was significant 

and positi ve in only the second period of the dynamic version. 'Ihe 

wholesale- r e tai l beef margin variable ente r ed significant and positive 

in only the static version of the wholesale-retail pork marg in equation. 

The dynamic version of the farm- wholesale beef margin equat i on proved t o 

be quite poor and so was not used . However , the farm- whol esale pork 

margin variable in the static farm-wholesale beef margin equation was 

significant and positi ve. In the static fa rm-wholesale pork marg i n 

equation, the f a rm- wholesale beef margin variable was significant and 

positi ve. 'Ihe farm- wholesale beef margin var i able did not enter the 

dynamic version of the farm-wholesale pork rnarg in equation. 

The r esults indicate that a beef mar gin at a given level in the 

marketing channe l depends on the pork ~argin at that level more than the 

pork margin depends on the beef margin. Results in thi s study are 

fairly consistent with those in Ladd and Karg (1973) . Ladd and Kar g 

found that the farm- wholesale pork margin inf l uenced the farm-wholesale 

beef marg in but not vice versa . '!his study fo und that the farm-

wholesale pork margin influenced the fa rm-wholesale beef margin but also 

that the farm- wholesale beef margin influenced the fa rm-whol esa le pork 

margin (nonsigni f i cantly in the period 1968-1977 and significantly in 

the per i od 1978-1984) . '!he Ladd and Karg results were also supported at 
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the wholesale-retai l level. 

The Holdren demand effect hypothesis was not well supported by this 

study. No structural change was identified in the static beef dEmand 

equation. Structural change was identified in the dynamic beef dEmand 

and the static and dynamic pork demand equations. Since there was no 

markup variable in the farm- retail pork margin equation, t he structura l 

change in the pork demand equations did not feed through to the marg ins. 

The only demand coefficient effects on the farm- r etail margins were from 

the change in the income specification and the inte rcept coefficient in 

the dynamic beef demand equation. 'Ihe net effect of the change in the 

intercept coefficient and the two income coeffic i ents on the farm- r e tai l 

margins was qui te small . 'Ihe net effect on both farm- r e tai l margins was 

less than one cent per pound in absolute value. 

The story was much the same for the wholesale- retail ma rg ins. For 

the same r easons listed for the farm- r etail margins, the structural 

change in the pork demands did not feed through to the wholesale- retail 

margins. There for e , the onl y dEmand coefffrient effects on these two 

marg ins ~re the changes in the inte rcept coeffi cient and the two incane 

coefficients of the dynamic beef demand equation. 'Ihe net effec t on the 

two wholesale- r e t ai l margins from ~hese coefficient changes was l ess 

than one cent per pound in absolut e value . 

The Holdren demand effect hypothesi s found some support in the 

farm-wholesale margins. 'Ihe net effects of the c hanges in the intercept 

coefficient and the two income coeffi c i ents of the dynamic beef dEmand 
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on the farm-wholesal e margins were less than one cent per pound in 

absolute value. Structural change in the static and the dynamic pork 

demand equation did affect the two farm- wholesale margins. Structural 

change in the static pork demand equation decreased the farm-wholesale 

beef and pork margins by about 0. 22 and 1.30 cents per pound , 

respectively. Structural change in the dynamic pork denand equation had 

a somewhat larger effect on the farm-wholesale beef and pork margins at 

about - 0.45 and - 2. 60 cents per pound , respectively . 

The Holdren denand effects are not very large and are quite sma ll 

relati ve to the total change that took place in the margin levels in the 

late 1970s . 

'Ihe third maj or hypothesis of this study was that structural change 

within the margin equations may ha ve influenced the changes in the 

margin levels in the late 1970s. '!his hypothesis was supported t o some 

extent in the two farm- retail margins and the two farm-wholesale 

margins. 'Ihe effects of the structural change in the margin equations 

on the farm- reta i 1 beef and pork margins v.iere about 4. 7 percent and 22 

percent , respectively, of the total change in the two farm- retail 

margins. 'Ihe effects of the structural change in the margin equations 

on the farm-wholesale beef and pork margins were about 13 percent and 31 

percent, respectivel y , of the total change in the two farm- wholesale 

margins. Since the interaction effects were negative for all four of 

these margins, care must be used in interpreting these percentages. 'Ihe 

interaction effects for the two wholesale-retail margins were positive 

but the structural change in the margin equations accounted for l ess 
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than one percent of the total changes in these two margins. 

The structural change in the margin equations had a relatively 

large impact on the farm- wholesale margins but identifying this impact 

did not go far in explaining the rather large changes in the farm- retail 

margins levels in the late 1970s. 

The largest sources of change in the margin levels , as one may have 

expected , was the change in the cost index level. Unfortunately, there 

was too much mul ticol linearity among the two wage rates and the Producer 

Price Index t o estimate a coefficient on each in the margin equations. 

This study had hoped t o isolate the effect that changing labor cost 

location within the marketing channel had on the margins (as may have 

occurred with the increased use of boxed beef) . However , the two wage 

rates and the Producer Price Index were combined into cost indexes to 

estimat e the margin equations. 

There were three additional findings in this study: 1) the 

heteroscedasticity in error variance, 2) the incane specification in the 

demand equations, and 3) the instability of the dynamic model . 

The two chapters of estimated equations presented F-tests for 

heter oscedasticity. A significant difference in error var iances between 

the first and secorrl halves of the first sample period was identified 

for both the beef and the pork demands. However , a significant 

difference in the error variances between the two sample periods was 

identi fied for the beef demands but not the pork demands. A significant 

difference in the error variances between the two sample periods was 
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identified in the farm-retail beef and the wholesale-retail beef 

margins. N::> significant difference was identified in any of the pork 

margins. Cllanges in the error variance between the sample periods is a 

type of structural change. On the basis of these F-tests , the beef 

denands, the farm-retail beef margin, and the wholesale- r eta il beef 

margin are more difficult to predict now than previously partly because 

the variance of the random component of these data series has increased. 

The increased residua l variance increases the standard error of the 

forecast . 

Another finding in this study was the relationship of income in the 

beef and pork demands. A demand equation 1 inear in r eal income seemed 

to be sufficient for the sample period 1968-1977. 'lhe l inear 

specification was less satisfactory for the second sample period (1978-

1984) . A squared real income variable was significant in both the beef 

and the pork demands in the second sample period. Even though the 

effects of the changes in the two income coeff icients on the margin 

levels were offset , for the most part, by the effects of the change in 

the inter cept coeffi cient , the nonl inear income relationship is of 

interest t o economic forecasters . 'lhis study found that there were some 

ranges of real income over which the effect of changes in the income 

level was negatively related to real price of beef and pork. 

The instability of the dynamic versions of the mcdel in this study 

was a surprising finding. 'lhe hypothesized retailer and wholesaler 

behavior was reasonabl e and the implementation of this hypothesized 

behavior in the margin equations was str aightforward. Tne system of 
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equations in both forms of the model was, however , quite unstable. It 

was ironic that the dynamic versions of both forms of the model had 

fewer nonsignificant coefficients than the static ver sions and yet the 

dynamic versions were unusable. 

There are likely several sources of the instability in the dynamic 

versions. It may be that mul ticol linearity in the data distorted the 

actual relationships between the explanatory variables and the dependent 

variab le. Alternatively, the source of the instability may be in the 

misspecification of the retailer behavior. Perhaps retailers have a 

more canplicated pricing rule. It is possible that different lags in 

the farm or wholesale values or that lagging other var i ables may have 

eliminated the instability in the systems. 

Another possible source of the instabil ity in the dynamic versions 

may have been in the misspecification of retail price determination. It 

may be that if the model were not block recursive in retai 1 prices that 

the dynamic versions would be stable . Unfortunately, this would have 

canplicated the estimation of the model as well as the decanposition of 

the changes in the margins. 

A final observation on the model of this study has to do with the 

seasonal pattern in the data . No change in the coefficients of the 

seasonal durrmy variables was identified between the two sample periods. 

As a result , this study was unable to identify an increase in seasonal 

volatility in the margin equations. 
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APPENDIX: SEASONAL DUMMY COEFFICIENT'S 

Table A. l. Static and dynamic demand seasonal durmy variables 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Static beef Dynamic beef Static pork Dynamic pork 
Month demand demand demand demand 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
February 0 . 46 0 . 32 0 . 04 -1. 06 

(1. 07) (0 . 77) (0 . 10) (- 2 . 88) 

March 0 . 77 0.68 -0 . 01 - 0 . 96 
( 1.15) (1. 09) (- 0 . 01) (- 1. 79) 

April 0 . 78 0 . 80 -1. 32 -1. 22 
(0 . 91) (1. 01) (-1.54) (-1.89) 

May 1. 85 1. 72 - 1.69 -2 . 23 
(1. 93) (1. 94) (-1. 76) (- 3 . 13) 

June 2. 26 2 . 32 -1. 41 - 2 . 86 
( 2 . 19) (2 .42) (-1.34) (- 3 . 62) 

July 2. 53 2 . 44 - 0 . 42 - 2 . 84 
(2 . 37) ( 2. 52) (-0 . 39) (- 3 . 50) 

August 1.68 1.62 0 . 24 - 2. 64 
(1. 60) (1. 68) (0 . 23) (- 3 . 19) 

September 0 . 95 1. 02 0 . 43 -2. 04 
(0 . 95) (1.11) (0 . 42) (- 2 . 56) 

October -0.47 - 0 . 08 0 . 59 - 1 . 02 
(-0 . 53) (-0.10) (0 . 66) (-1.40) 

November -1. 43 -1. 08 - 0 . 04 -0 . 35 
(- 1. 98 ) (- 1.61) (-0 . 06) (- 0 . 59) 

December - 1.16 - 1 . 20 - 0 . 21 0. 10 
(-2.45) (-2 . 72) (- 0 . 45) ( 0 . 26) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table A. 2. Static and dynamic farm- retail pork 
margin seasonal dunny variables 

Static pork Dynamic pork 
Month margin margin 

February - 0. 71 - 0. 81 
(- 0. 80) (- 1. 09) 

March 2. 37 - 2. 85 
(2 . 06) (- 2. 87) 

April 2. 61 - 1. 94 
(1. 98) (- 1. 86) 

May 0. 35 0. 13 
( 0. 25) (0 . 13) 

June - 2.20 - 1.15 
(-1. 57) (- 1. 08) 

July - 2. 59 -0 . 29 
(- 1. 83) (- 0. 26) 

August -2 . 06 -2 . 25 
(-1.46) (-2. 06) 

September 0. 39 -3 . 66 
(0 . 28) (-3 . 22) 

October 2. 09 - 1. 68 
(1. 60) (-1. 55) 

November 3. 30 - 0. 57 
(2.79) (-0 . 56) 

December 0. 33 1.88 
(0 . 35) (2. 37) 

------------------------------------------------
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Table A. 3 . Static and dynamic wholesale-retail margin seasonal durrmy 
variables 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Static beef Dynamic beef Static por k Dynamic pork 

Months margin margin margin margin 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
February 0. 96 - 0. 54 -0 . 36 0 . 72 

(1.12) (-0. 65) (-0 .47) (0 . 99) 

March 0 . 38 -1. 28 l. 89 - 0 . 46 
(0 . 35) (- 1.18) ( 1. 86) (-0. 49) 

April -2.05 - 1. 81 2 . 14 0.09 
(-1. 68) (- 1. 63) (1. 83) (0 . 09) 

May -2 . 22 - 2 . 96 0 . 90 1. 97 
(-1. 71) (- 2 . 52) (0 . 72) (1. 90) 

June - 0 . 85 - 3 . 34 - 0 . 60 1. 49 
(- 0 . 64) (- 2 . 67) (- 0 . 47) ( 1. 41) 

July 0 . 56 - 2.09 - 0 . 96 3 .16 
(0 .41) (-1. 64) (-0 . 73) (2 . 85) 

August 1.49 -1.42 - 1.12 1.46 
(1.12) (- 1. 09) (-0. 86) (1. 37) 

September 2 . 24 - 0 . 51 - 0 . 51 -0 . 53 
(1. 72) (- 0 . 39) (-0.40) (- 0 . 50) 

October 2 . 20 - 0 . 59 0 . 84 - 0 . 58 
(1. 76) (- 0 . 48) (0 . 70) (-0 . 57) 

Novenber 2 . 52 0 . 95 - 0 . 03 0 . 04 
( 2 . 22) (0 . 88) (- 0 . 03) (0 . 04) 

December 1. 33 1.08 -1. 22 0 . 48 
(1.47) (1. 32) (-1. 48) ( 0 . 63) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table A. 4. Static and dynamic farm- wholesale pork 
margin seasonal durmy variables 

Static pork Dynamic pork 
M:>nth margin margin 

February - 0. 27 -0. 93 
(-0 . 55) (-2 . 27) 

March 0 . 74 -1.44 
(1. 09) (-2 . 57) 

April 1.02 -0 . 99 
(l.41) (-1. 65) 

May - 0 . 16 -1 . 02 
(- 0 . 23) (-1.67) 

June -1 . 18 -1. 74 
(-1. 71) (- 2 . 77) 

July -1. 57 -1. 72 
(-2 . 26) (-2 . 65) 

August - 0 . 80 -1 . 52 
(-1.11) (- 2 . 36) 

September 0 .96 - 0 . 36 
(1. 47) (- 0 . 55) 

October: 1.67 0 . 11 
(2 . 52) ( 0 . 18) 

November 3 . 72 2 . 28 
(6. 28) (3 . 97) 

Decanber 1.82 l. 68 
(3 .85) (3 . 84) 

---------------------------------------------------
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